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Football Hawks'
equipment stolen
By Sarita Diaram
Last Friday, a theft was discovered from the football storage room
in the basepient of Willison Hall. Not only did members of the
Laurier Golden Hawks football team lose the shirts off their backs,
but many others lost their helmets and pads as well.
It appears that persons unknown gained access to the football
room and made off with 36 game shirts, 4 helmets, a pair of shoulder
pads, practice pants and a pair of cleats. There were also some per-
sonal items of team members taken. According to the security report,
a very valuable stereo, which was in plain view, was missed by the
trespassers. The value of the stolen equipment is approximately
$2500.
The theft was discovered early Friday moming by an upset
Wayne Mills, WLU's Equipment Manager. He walked in to find
equipment strewn around the room and a window open. There were
no signs of forced entry, according to WLU Head of Security John
Baal. The possibility that the thieves were in possession of a key has
not been discounted.
WLU Athletic Director and Head Football Coach Rich New-
brough says he believes the incident to be a prank. It was "not one of
our students", said Newbrough, "they would have returned (the stolen
equipment) by now". In November, 1980 a similar theft occurred. It
was established at the time that WLU students were responsible and
some of the equipment was recovered.
Newbrough says the theft will be "disruptive. We will be in gold
sweaters for five weeks". The players are also in greater danger of in-
jury because they must swap helmets and other equipment. "I intend
to pursue the matter with Mr. (James) Wilgar, (WLU Associate VP:
Student Affairs and Personnel), I think there should be a reward of-
fered for the arrest of the thieves", said Newbrough.
According to WLU security, none of the stolen materials have
been recovered. A source, however, has reported seeing a student at a
party with an away football shirt".
The replacement cost of the equipment will be covered by the
University's insurance.
By-law changes
By Bryan C. Leblanc
Changes to WLUSU by-law
11, which governs the composi-
tion of the Board of Directors, are
being put to a vote at the General
Meeting to be held on October
13.
The proposed changes would
dispense with the current faculty-
based method of electing direc-
tors in favour of an at-large sys-
tem.
WLUSU President Karen
Bird had "some initial concerns,
but they were outweighed by the
positive aspects of the plan." Ac-
cording to Bird, there were very
few issues, if any at all, which
one voted upon strictly as "Arts
and Science" directors or "Busi-
ness and Economic" directors.
Business Director Scott Wil-
liams, who as chair of Constitu-
tion and Operations Development
Committee has steered this
proposal through the Board of
Directors, concurs with Bird. "I
have never voted for or against an
issue based upon my faculty,"
said Williams. He did say, how-
ever, that there "are philosophical
differences between Arts and
Business students."
Bird is concerned that "dif-
ferent faculties bring different
perspectives to debates upon
given issues." The loss of the cur-
rent system would allow all 13
directors to be from the same fac-
ulty or department. This loss of
an assured voice for all faculties
worries Bird, but "you have to as-
sume that we will have well-
Please forgive us...
Mea culpa, mea culpa...
An apology here for last
week's WLUSU deficit story. All
the facts and quotations in it were
correct except for one somewhat
less-than-minor point — the inter-
view in question was held with
Chris Gain, this year's vice-
president of finance, not with last
year's VP, Donald Blain, as the
story read.
I'm not sure how I managed
this screw-up - I knew I was in-
terviewing Chris Gain at the time.
Somewhere along the line be-
tween interview and final copy, I
ended up flipping the names.
Must be incipient Alzheimer's
disease.
My apologies to WLUSU and
to all the readers of the Cord for
the error. It was an honest mis-
take, if a rather stupid one.
Great way to start off, eh?
Jonathan Stover
Associate News Editor,
The Cord Weekly.
Who dat who go there? Pictured is a most curious angle of the much renowned Frank C. Peters Build-
ing. On a campus which is brimming with innovative and thought provoking architecture, it is refreshing
to stumble upon yet another architectural marvel. I'll bet the fellow who designed the place didn't even
know he was creating the world's largest gargoyle. Cord photo by J. Jonah Jameson
York pubs shut down
By Jonathan Stover and Excalibur Staff
York University students found their student
pub options greatly diminished last Thursday night
(September 29), as the university administration
shut down five student bars in retaliation for rowdy
behavior on the Thursday previous.
That Thursday several thousand dollars worth
of damage had been done to the Keele Street
campus after the bars closed.
About 100 pub-less students were unhappy
enough about the incident to stage a demonstration
across the campus on September 29. The
demonstration, which involved a march across
campus to the provost's office, ended peacefully as
the provost fielded questions from the protesters in
the university senate chambers.
Last week's closing is a one-day-only affair, ac-
cording to the university. However, York adminis-
tration did not rule out further closings if students
didn't behave themselves in the future.
Student spokesman and demonstration
organizer Paul Downes saw the administration's
decision as a mistake which punished the innocent
majority for the actions of a guilty few. The con-
cerned student also said that, while vandalism was a
problem at York, such draconian measures as a
shutdown of campus pubs on the most popular stu-
dent drinking day were not the answer.
York University is located in a rough section of
Toronto. As well, 40,000 people attend the univer-
sity in some capacity. These two factors make
fighting vandalism difficult at best, a fact of which
university employees and students alike are aware.
"The problem is one of the whole university,"
said York University Excalibur editor Adam Kar-
dash. He noted that the problems involved in polic-
ing York are well-known to university staff and stu-
dents, and that the reaction to the pub closings may
spark more action on the matter.
"We've been getting a lot of press from this,"
said Kardash. "Everybody knows."
Where the vandals are coming from is a ques-
tion many at York would like to answer. It is pos-
sible that the vandalism of September 22 was most-
ly the result of a systematic effort by a small gang
of students or non-university persons. "There's al-
ways a lot of unnecessary bullshit going on," said
Kardash, referring to the steady vandalism at York
which has contributed to more than $1,000,000 in
continued on p. 3
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Right now, you're bringing your energy' and
enthusiasm to bear on one of the most important
decisions of your life - the start ofyour career.
We'd like to be a part of that decision.
As one of the world's leadingfirms of audit and
business advisory professionals, Coopers&
; Lybrand is the ideal place for self-starters. Strongly
motivated individuals who will thrive in tomorrow's
business environment.
At Coopers & Lybrand, we'll give you opportunity
and training to grow-both personally and
professionally. To attain your own career goals.
Are you ready for the challenge of your life?
Are we where you belong?
Coopers I I' O. Box 2068, Station 13
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chartered accountant*
Send s our resume and transcript directly to our Human Resources partner or through vour campus placement centre.
rounded people who are com-
petent."
The divisions between
faculties create artificial represen-
tation, says Bird. She pointed out
that last year, Arts directors had
to run in an election, while the
Business directors were ac-
claimed. "We don't know If It
will cause or decrease acclama-
tions," said Bird, "but this is not a
school that is divided by faculty
on student-related issues. Our
school is very much a community
and I don't feel we should divide
it up in terms of representation."
Williams, however, expresses
concern at the lack of publicity
about the question. An opei
forum is planned, but accordin]
to WLUSU VP: Marketinj
Heather Francis, "the short
staffed situation of the Marketm;
Department has prevented m
from doing any long-term o
short-term planning." An in
formation sheet about the issue i
forthcoming.
damages to the campus in the
last five years.
The administration's move
may also have unfairly penalized
innocent pub workers. "Staff
could lose $80 in tips plus the
wages for the night," student offi-
cial Tammy Hasselfeldt said. The
bars themselves also suffered.
Patty Gosse, manager of the Cock
'n' Bull, said she expected to lose
$4,000 on the night.
York officials were un-
repentant. "It's a judgment call,"
said Housing and Food Director
Norm Crandles of the decision to
shut down the university pubs.
"We're sending out a strong mes-
sage."
Not all York students had this
message forced upon them, how-
ever, as the university allowed
both a graduate students' lounge
and a pub at Osgoode Law
School to remain open on Sep-
tember 29. These remained in op-
eration due to their discretion and
their distance from the trouble
area, Crandles said.
Hasselfeldt took exception to
that view. "It's not really fair to
leave Osgoode and the Grad
Lounge open; there was
vandalism in Central Square and
Curtis Lecture Halls too," she ex-
plained.
Regardless of the causes and
the problems involved in solving
them, York's vandalism problem
remains. Crandles suggested that
a final solution may be found to
pub night problems should inci-
dents continue.
"There is more than one voice
calling for a dry campus," the
director said.
Walt comes to campus: Waterloo MP Walter MacLean campaigns on campus last Monday.
Cord photo by Vicki Williams
news
New federal "Student Party" formed
By Jonathan Stover
A brand-new party has enter-
ed the federal political arena. The
Student Party, having completed
its application to register in the
next election, is poised on the
brink of official involvement in
the upcoming election.
There is a catch, though: for
the registration process to be
completed, 50 officially-
nominated Student Party candi-
dates must run in this election. In
an effort to find candidates
amongst the party's logical con-
stituency, Student Party Leader
Blair Longley has appealed
directly to university students to
apply for candidacy under his
party's auspices.
Longley, the person behind
the Student Party's creation, is a
native and lifetime resident of
British Columbia. Born in 1950,
Longley has spent much of his
adult life on university campuses,
and is currently enrolled as a fifth
year unclassified student of politi-
cal science at the University of
British Columbia.
He already has a Bachelor of
General Studies from Simon
Fraser University, has published
two books, has never paid taxes,
and has fathered approximately
100 children by being a sperm
donor. He has had previous poliu-
cal experience as a member of
both the Rhinoceros and Green
parties, and ran as a "Green
Rhino" candidate during the 1984
general election. Longley prides
himself on being the only federal
politician to have done most of
his campaigning in the nude.
Having been part of university
life for nearly 20 years, Longley
has strong opinions on student
politics as practiced within in-
stitutes of higher learning. His
party would try to address these
concerns.
"Our main objective is to
speak for students who can't
speak." Stating that he came
"from a much more radical per-
spective" than today's students,
Longley added that "If students
are not radical, they're nothing."
The party leader has harsh
words for the student govern-
ments which currently operate
within universities. "They do
more damage by pretending to
represent students when 95 per-
cent (of the students) don't care."
He also said that all current stu-
dent governments are "innately
corrupt because they get all their
power from the Boards of Gover-
nors."
The Student Party has a plat-
form which makes it unique
amongst both major and not-so-
major parties running in this elec-
tion. This party has, at least for
this election, only two set
policies: the elimination of the
age restriction on voting and the
legalization of marijuana.
Party literature refers to the
age restriction on voters as a
"prejudice no different than
racism or sexism," while the law
against marijuana in Canada is
"so far away from being rea-
sonable it is psychotic." Both
problems would be eliminated
should the Student Party ever as-
cend to power.
Other policies may be added
to the party platform depending
on the outcome of this election.
They will probably be drawn
from a list of "protopolicies" al-
ready drawn up.
What plans lie amidst these
protopolicies? How about:
- The creation of more north-
ern provinces.
- No more acceptance of
refugees, and a new system to
artificial select Canada's popula-
tion, including legislation to deal
with immigration, abortion and
euthanasia.
- Decreased pollution and im-
proved national defense by
threatening to explode all of Can-
ada's toxic and radioactive waste
dumps should anyone dare to
mess with us.
- Complete neutrality towards
other countries, with no foreign
aid and no economic sanctions.
- Migration into outer space,
the creation of a world govern-
ment, and global free trade.
- Legalized public nudity,
prostitution and drug use.
- One universal tax rate and
the elimination of hard currency
in favor of credit cards.
The Student Party's ultimate
goal is to elect enough Student
Party candidates to form a
government. Even party literature
admits that that goal is "almost
certain not to happen," but that,
getting 50 candidates nominated
so as to get the party officially
registered is an attainable objec-.
tive
Those wishing to be endorsed
and nominated as Student Party
candidates will be able to pick
their own electoral district, unless
another Student Party candidate
has already claimed that riding.
Candidates do not actually have
to be members of the Student
Party, registered students or even
residents of their chosen riding •
Anyone interested in becom-
ing a member of the Student
Party, or in running in the elec-
tion as a Student Party candidate
may contact Longley at #706
2725 Melfa Road, Vancouver,
BC, V6T IN4 (604-228-9824).
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York University has pubs shut down last Thursday
continued from p. 1
WLUSU by-law changes
continued from p. 1
Wood bison escape extinction
By lan C. Morton
At a time when environmental
catastrophe looms, it is comfort-
ing to see that, through effort and
conservation, the recovery of an
endangered species is possible.
One of the earliest Hudson
Bay Company explorers, Samuel
Hearne, was the first European to
provide a record of the Wood
Bison, subsequent to his journey
through the North-West Terri-
tories in 1772. Regarded as a
separate subspecies from the
Plains Bison, the Wood Bison
ranged largely within the Mack-
enzie River Basin. In 1800Wood
Bison numbers were estimated at
168,000.
By 1900 there were only 250
of the animals left.
The Buffalo Protection Act
was passed in 1877, followed by
legislation protecting the remain-
ing bison in 1893. However, en-
forcement lagged until the RCMP
appointed a number of "Buffalo
Rangers" in 1911. The Buffalo
National Park was established in
1922. Straddling Alberta and the
North-West Territories, the park
was meant as a refuge from ex-
tinction for the Wood Bison.
From 1925 to 1928, nearly
7,000 Plains Bisons were intro-
duced to Wood Buffalo National
Park. Unfortunately, this measure
led to the hybridization of 1,500
to 2,000 resident Wood Bison due
to cross-breeding with the Plains
Bison. Worse, the introduction
brought bovine diseases such as
tuberculosis and brucellosis to the
already-endangered bison popula-
tion. By 1940, it was feared that
hybridization and disease had
caused the extinction of the
Wood Bison. The discovery of an
isolated remnant herd of some
200 animals in the Nyarling River
area of Wood Buffalo National
Park in 1957 provided a last-ditch
opportunity to save the animal.
Many elements have contrib-
uted to the ensuing recovery ef-
fort. In 1963, 18 Wood Bison
were transplanted from the Nyarl-
ing River population to the Mack-
enzie Bison Sanctuary in the
North-West Territories to estab-
lish a wild herd. In 1965, 24
animals were taken to Elk Island
National Park. Both populations
have done extremely well. Since
1978, the Wood Bison Rehabili-
tation Program has drawn togeth-
er government and non-
government agencies to cooperate
in the establishment of a wild
herd in the Mahanni District of
the North-West Territories, and
fenced herds in the Waterhen area
of Manitoba, the Hay-Zana
region in north-west Alberta and
the Wishing River Valley of the
southern Yukon for future
releases to the wild.
At a time when Canada's list
of endangered species has grown
to 166, it is heartening to learn
that we are winning the battle for 1'
the survival of the Wood Bison.
Total numbers of Wood Bison
have increased steadily from less
than 200 animals in 1959 to 450
in 1978 to more than 2,500 in
1988.
We are proving that species
can be saved.
Graphic/CharlALan
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The next newswriters meeting will be on Wed-
nesday, October 12 at 1:00 in the Cord Offices.
Please come out and see what's up!!
Birds ofa feather
m flock to Casey's
183 WEBER ST. N.
886-9050
WATERLOO
NO WHERE TO EAT THIS WEEKEND ????
Try our
All You Can Eat Brunch
Sunday
11 am till 2 pm
Only $ 8.95!
We offer a university
education and a
career to make the
most of it.
Ask about the Canadian Foices
Regulai Officer Training Plan
for Men and Women.
• have your education paid for by the Canadian Forces at
a Canadian military college or a mutually selected
Canadian university upon acceptance.
• receive a good income, tuition, books and supplies, dental
: and health care and a month's vacation it your training
schedule allows.
• choose trom a large selection of lst-year programs.
• have the opportunity to participate ina number of sporting
and cultural activities.
.• on graduation, be commissioned as an officer and begin
work in your chosen field.
Choose a Career,
Live the Adventure.
For more information on plans, entry requirements m
•and opportunities, visit the recruiting centre nearest
you or call collect - we're in the Yellow Pages'" f\
under Recruiting.
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' The Public Service of Canada is currently "' *
searching for high calibre graduates with '
drive, creativity and ideas for the future. ,
Whatever your field of study, you can count ￿'/,
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October 14, 1988.
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Footballers at St. Mary's face sex harassement charges
By The Canadian University
Press
HALIFAX (CUP) -- A sexual
harassment charge took nine
months to wind its way through
St. Mary's University
bureaucracy, charge the upset stu-
dents who laid the complaint
And the case was closed and a
report sent to one complainant,
Rachel Osborne, only after a local
radio station picked up the story
in September.
"Initially, we put faith in the
system," said fourth-year
sociology student, Osborne. "I
can say in retrospect that it was a
mistake."
Three separate complaints
were filed over a three-month pe-
riod, starting in December, 1987.
It took nine months before they
were all dealt with, and Osborne
says the university violated its
own sexual harassment com-
mittee guidelines during the wait.
Osborne said she dropped by
the campus pub with two friends
last November. The bar was
packed with 29 members of the
varsity football team, invited by
management to hold their end of-
season celebration.
The three began feeling un-
comfortable when a team member
took over the microphone for an
'awards ceremony'.
"He was saying, 'an award for
the player who fucked the ugliest
girl, who fucked the fattest girl,
for the guy who got a blowjob
from a retarded woman,'" said
Osborne. She said there were
about five other women in the
pub at the time, including a
bartender, and a female on-duty
security guard.
"Nobody made any attempt to
intervene at all."
On December 10, Osborne
and classmate Dina Desveaux
filed a complaint with the univer-
sity's year-old sexual harassment
committee. The complaint named
the football player at the micro-
phone.
\ St. Mary's part-time sexual
harassment adviser Vicki Wood,
employed by university counsell-
ing services, mediated. The ad-
viser's decisions are not binding
and can be overturned by the uni-
versity president.
Osborne asked that the player
be denied access to the pub, that
he perform 10 hours of com-
munity work to a local battered
women's shelter and that he
donate time or money to the As-
sociation for the Mentally
Retarded.
The player agreed to leave the
pub when she was present and
sent $25 to the women's shelter.
Osborne and Desveaux filed
another complaint in January
against the rest of the team,
charging them with -encouraging
the harassment
This time, 11 players agreed
to send $25 to the women's
shelter and the association for the
mentally disabled. They forfeited
the right to go into the pub any
day but Fridays. The remaining
17 refused to negotiate.
"A lot of them just didn't take
it seriously," said Osborne. "They
thought it would go away if they
just didn't deal with it."
The two students wrote Wood
a letter demanding a formal hear-
ing February 19. Two months
later, Osborne was called to
testify on a day coinciding with a
final exam. Three months after
that, she still hadn't heard a thing.
Wood left her job at St.
Mary's in June, telling Osborne a
final report would be in the stu-
dent's hands "in a matter of
days". Instead, Osborne said no
one would answer her questions.
In late July, the new sexual
harassment adviser, Dr. Joseph
Jabbra, responded to Osborne's 4
queries by sending her off to uni-
versity president Kenneth Oz-
mon. She said Ozmon sent her
back to Jabbra.
Ozmon and Jabbra, also the
university's vice-president, refuse
comment.
Osborne then discovered that
the university had broken at least
two of its own rules in handling
the case.
Under the university's sexual
harassment policy, Osborne
should have been provided with a
copy of Vicki Wood's summary
of the case before the formal
hearing, and granted access to
fdes used by the committee. She
claims she was not provided with
anything.
On September 14, Osborne
received a copy of the report. She
discovered that five football team
members involved in the com-
plaint never showed up to the
hearing. And the 12 who refused
to settle through mediation were
simply found not guilty of sexual
harassment.
At the same time, the com-
mittee ruled that "some of the of-
fensive behaviour which took
place...constituted acts of sexual
harassment...Their behaviour did
violate the rights of other patrons
of the Pub and may have been
subject to disciplinary procedures
governing other aspects of be-
haviour on campus."
Asks Osborne, "Did it take
them 10 months to realize 'yes,
this was sexual harassment, but
no, you guys aren't really
guilty'?". / >.
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Ontario students' councils to collect OSAP loans?
The Canadian University Press
TORONTO (CUP) -- The weasel 1
who repossesses your car one day
might turn out to be your student
council president.
The Ontario legislature's
watchdog Standing Committee on
Public Accounts is suggesting
that student councils across
Ontario collect student loan debts
and keep a percentage of the
cash.
"The committee asked
whether the (education) ministry
had considered such measures as
turning collections over to such
bodies as student associations,
who would retain some share of
the recoveries," states the com-
mittee's report, released Septem-
ber 22.
"It was felt that this might
render the debt more personal
than if it is owed to the govern-
ment, thus creating a greater
sense of obligation to pay," it
continues.
The study addresses methods
of recovering defaulted loans on
the Ontario Student Assistance
Program (OSAP). The Ministry
of Colleges and Universities has
written off $3.6 million in bad
loans, or 1.56 per cent, since the
program began in 1978.
Students leaders are unhappy
with the proposal. Duncan Ivison,
a researcher with the lobby group
the Ontario Federation of Stu-
dents, said the government should
concentrate on the reasons stu-
dents don't pay back their loans
rather than the logistics of debt
collection.
Bill Gardner, president of the
students' council at the Univer-
sity of Toronto, said council's
role is to represent the interests of
the students. "Student councils
aren't set up to be loan collectors.
We don't have the staff or philos-
ophy to do that."
Senior policy officer for
OSAP Randy Besta said the com-
mittee's proposal is not neces-
sary: "We're not sure we're going
to give it a lot of consideration."
Besta said one problem with the
proposal is that most students
lose the connection with their
home institution once they gradu-
ate.
Helena Moncrieff, press sec-
retary to Lyn McLeod, minister
of colleges and universities, also
doubts the ministry will act on the
committee's proposal.
"When the auditor's report
came out the first time, he
(Douglas Archer, provincial
auditor) was quite satisfied with
what the ministry was doing," she
said.
Other suggestions from the
committee, which was conducting
a regular review of the provincial
auditor's 1987 report, include
ensuring that the processing and
distribution of aid cheques be
separated, and that periodic
reviews be carried out to assess
ownership and market value of
cars, an asset which loan officials
say is often concealed by stu-
dents. Peter Adams, the Liberal
representing Peterborough in the
provincial legislature and a com-
mittee member, said the govern-
ment should be as "creative" as
possible in recovering the
$25 million remaining in de-
faulted loans since 1978.
"If students become involved
(in the collection of debts), then
the whole student body would be-
come aware that such debts
would be outstanding," said
Adams, adding that peer pressure
would act as a strong incentive
for students to pay.
In the fiscal year 1988-89,
Ontario's Grit government has
budgeted $410 million for loans
and grants to 90,000 students.
UBC jocks
take 'roids
The Canadian University Press
VANCOUVER (CUP) -- Uni-
versity of British Columbia
athletics are not beyond the con-
troversy surrounding steroids in
sports. A former ÜBC Thunder-
birds football player has con-
firmed the use of steroids by
some team members.
"I felt pressured to take
steroids," he said, adding many of
the team members who "were
looking at something further,"
such as a career with the Cana-
dian Football League, felt the
same pressure.
Football coach Frank Smith
- said he suspected some athletes
of taking steroids last year. "I'm
quite confident that steroids are
not a factor this year...but the
problem has not vanished entire-
Smith said a departmental
policy discourages the. use of
steroids. He has counselled some
returning players whom he
suspected were using steroids to
enhance their performance.
The Canadian Inter-university
Athletic Union (CIAU) passed in
principle this summer a proposal
which calls on athletes to agree to
random drug testing. Those who
refuse will be banned from com-
petition.
The 46-member CIAU, which
represents every university in
Canada but Simon Fraser, must
ratify the proposal at its Decem-
ber meeting. Testing would begin
in the spring of 1989.
Educational programs focuss-
ing on the risks of steroid use are
already being set up across the
country. While steroids build
muscle tissue, side effects include
kidney and liver problems, hyper-
tension, aggressive behaviour and
decreased sperm count or
menstrual irregularities.
And although many of the
players know the risks involved,
ÜBC's Smith said they balance
those risks against a possible
professional career in sports. He
said most athletes acquire the
drugs from off-campus gyms.
"There is one doctor in town who
will prescribe them for athletic
reasons."
The Cord Weekly
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Word processing made simple.
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Word processing made simpler.
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Talk about manual labor. The only of text is a snap, deleting words is a
thing more complicated than most word cinch and inserting words is effortless.
processors is their instruction manuals. In fact, PWP 40 is so incredibly simple
You can wade through hundreds of to use, you can pick it up in practically
pages of "user interfaces" and "output no time.
fonts" or try something far simpler: The That way, you can spend more
Smith Corona PWP 40 Personal Word of your time writing. And less of
Processor. your time reading about writing. //\\
Using PWP 40 is truly an exercise in 5 jc SMITHsimplicity. Our easy-to-follow Tutorial =:. jt CORONPCDataDisk teaches you that moving blocks tomorrows technology° AT YOURTOUCH"
For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona, 440Tapscott Road,'
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIB IY4, or call (416) 292-3836.
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SexualAssau t...
By E.A. Sajnovic
One woman's story:
At the age of fifteen, Maria (a pseudonym) was a young woman who
had everything. She had a loving family, lots of friends and was
doing very well in high school. Things were as good as they
get for a healthy and happy teenager.
Then one day, her world fell apart. iflllll
After a co-ed volleyball game in the gym after classes, Mjia
to help take down equipment with one of her
pseudonym). After putting all the stuff away, Maila
women's change room to shower and change before catching
home. As she was drying off after her showed, the lights
went off. Someone grabbed her and forced her to the
floor. As Maria struggled against her attacker, S|ic
thing terrible was happening to her. Maria, after what seemed topHp?;
forever, finally kicked her attacker off her and rah screaming (Am/iicV
change rooms. •' • \ ' ? •V<
Maria hid and waited for the attacker to leave through the only door
that was still unlocked. As she waited, she wondered if Jonathan was
still there to help her. As she watched, she realizes that her attheker
was coming out of the change rooms—her attacker was Jonathan.X
Fc|r four years Maria held her secret close to her and never let anyone
knbw what was really happening inside her. No one knew about the
attack—not her parents, brother, friends or extended family. Maria
bU|nc4.-licrself for provoking the attack and for not doing anything
.* ||ut be£ause Jonathan was a friend she was in a difficult posi-
about the attack until four years later when
at Laurier—the only reason that it
that shexwas. having difficulty dealing with the
of uj|yfflbky and her feelings of insecurity!^^pl|^^t3aten|s| ,Lwere rc-sur|mpjg; \ j
Siti^'the Maria has to' Jonathan numerous
and fcvfcn attended his party recently. Nothing was
after the attack, but because
<%ie vet/ situation, she did not con-
tinue started seeing two years ago and
has cpme the her fault and that she
is not\to thing that J|j§l|#%arned, which is most irn-
porta|S| is that«|e mustllearn from further attack and
safety.
Today's society, in which
crime is a common occurance„
sexual assault of both sexes is
becoming one of the most feared
crimes of our generation.
U! Because the media play a
major role in our
society—whether print, television
or radio—it affects people's per-
ceptions of sexual assault.
images are quite different torn
the social realities of rapgf;and
sexual assault. Many
tions exist concerning this crime
and societyjends to believe these
ideas because sometimes the truth
is too difficult to deal with.
The first, and perhaps most
common misconception is that
women are raped by complete
strangers; but as Maria's case
shows, this is not always true.
According to Gender Roles:
Doing What Comes Naturally,
"The majority of rapists are the
kinds of men that women from all
social classes and communities
are likely to know: a friend, ac-
quaintance, relative, co-worker,
employer, date, lover, former-
lover, husband—quite normal
people."
Because of this, many women
are too embarrassed to report
rapes, therefore, a woman raped
by a complete stranger is much
more likely to report the rape.
"To be raped by a stranger may
possibly make one a martyr; to be
raped by a friend, business col-
league, blind date or yourhus-
band's fishing buddy clearly
makes a complaining woman an
object of suspicion. The female
must convince legal officials that
she was coerced, not seduced;
that it was a degrading, not a joy-
ful experience. If the woman
chooses not to risk serious injury
by resisting-—or is paralyzed by
fear or shock—she becomes even
further suspect and often
/Vhumiliated a \riminal
the\victims
virtue "gqgs onjtriai".
brutally frapecl by k j»trangc>.
woman may be com|pU€s to
dergo a IdegilWtafHSn cercgffillpr
and demeaning a
male-d m in a 1 -
Roles).
Anothef^ason that matiy"*
women do nojUfepotfrapes and
—whether by a
«§||tranger or someone that she
knows —is because sexual assault
is difficult to prove. The woman
must undergo medical tests to
prove that she has been assaulted
and then must prove to the court
that it was not a pleasurable expe-
rience, but an unsolicited and un-
provoked attack.
'"lf do it
havfegone thtough
e prosecutionyTwouldn't even
have sau\one twenty
year old womah, who suf-
fered through months\ of leglsd J
proceedings and publicity only to\<
see her rapist found innocent
cause she vvasjJuaM?'!) prove
that .•>he-did hoi consent textile act.
extensive body raises
and a wound on her forehead thaw
took six stitches to close, the
defense attorney argued the
"vigorous love play" did not
necessarily indicate nonconsent
and, in fact, could even indicate
enthusiastic approval and pas-
sionate involvement in the act..."
(Gender Roles).
Many psychiatrists and
ifliiisypljchologists have studied the
behind rape and sexual as-
Susan Beaumeiller and
pfipn Griffin argue that the mo-
of rape primarily involve
i'TOale violence and male bonding.
iml the US, gang rapes and rapes-
assaults planned be-"
have little or noth-
ing tbsdo seduction or
temptation by a vic-
tim or pike of the attack
Soickecjt in advance. Rapists afO
engaging in an act of violence
and male solidarity at the expense
of a woman. Here, the idea of
ownership by enemy males is
transformed into the idea that all
unprotected women are fair
game. Even those who rape alone
see themselves as one of the
boys. The motives for rape, then,
derive from males' identification
with other males, whether or not
they are present at the time; an
identification that turns women
into objects of sexual con-
quest(Sex Roles).
Men's need to show their
masculinity coincides with the act
of sexual aggressiveness, even
violent assault as qualities of su-
per masculinity: strength, power,
independence, forcefulness, dom-
ination and toughness. To con-
quer, to be successful, to win, to
induce respect through force—all
of these attribute s are commonly
associated with masculinity in our
culture (and also in many other
societies). Because some men
feel powerless or inadequate in
other aspects of their lives, per-
haps the conquest of
women—although be it by sexual
assault or rape—may be an in-
strument for the achievement and
maintenance of a man's sense of
masculinity, status and self-
esteem(Gender Roles).
This may better explain why
the attacker blames the victim.
This provides the man re-
The Cord Weekly
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enforcement of the self-serving
belief that the woman's provoca-
tion puts the man temporarily
'out of control', so as to shift re-
sponsibility for the rape to the fe-
male. Secondly, society has a two
edged sword when it comes to
feminine beauty—women are
rewarded for looking sexually at-
tractive, but if they are raped they
are immediately held
responsible(Gender Roles).
No woman is responsible for
an assault. No matter what any-
one may think, when a woman
says NO, she means NO. Sexual
assault is a crime in which both
men and women can be the vic-
tim or the attacker—although the
majority of attacks reported in-
volve women as the victim.
Excerpts from Pamphlets
> ;"We go through life assuming
we are secure. All of a sudden,
something happens that makes
us aware we are totally vul-
nerable."
For as long as you can re-
member you have probably been
led to believe that sexual assault
is deadly and brutal. You have
learned to fear it, fear reporting it
and fear the judicial system.
It is important to note that the
offender can be male or female,
but for the purpose of the follow-
ing information, they will be
referred to as 'he'.
Sexual Assault prevention is a
state of mind. It is a daily ex-
ercise that says,"I refuse to be a
victim."
Common Misconceptions of
Sexual Assault:
1) All women want to be sexual-
ly assaulted...
Sexual Assault is, by defini-
tion, an act committed against the
will of the victim. It is not seduc-
tion.There is no tenderness in sex-
ual assault, no concern for the
feelings of the victim. The
thought that a women could enjoy
being exposed to the threat of in-
jury or death, that she could enjoy
the humiliation and fear that ac-
companies sexual assault, is
preposterous.
2) No woman can be sexually
assaulted against her wi11...
Because of a lack of under-
standing of how and why this act
occurs, many believe that a
normal healthy woman simply
cannot be sexually assaulted.
Often the most ardent believers of
this myth are women themselves,
and their judgmental attitudes
continue to victimize every
woman who is sexually assaulted.
3) She was asking for it...
The popular belief that
women, because of their be-
haviour or dress, somehow cause
a man to commit sexual assault,
disguises who is actually
responsible for this act. The bur-
den of blame is wrongfully
shifted from the offender to his
victim.
4) If you are going to be sexual-
ly assaulted, you may as well
relax and enjoy it...
This attitude suggests that if a
woman is attacked and attempts
to defend herself, she can never
succeed; that all women are weak
and defenseless. Scores of
women have successfully warded
off their attackers. Women need
to understand and believe they
can indeed do something about
sexual assault.
5) "...BUT, He did not look like
an attacker..."
In spite of what you may have
been taught, you cannot recog-
nize the offender by looking at
him. He has no "look". He can be
a repairman, deliveryman, sales-
man, a date, a casual ac-
quaintance, someone related to
-you, a fellow student, an
employer or the man next door.
IN FACT, HE CAN BE ANY-
ONE. ,
Sexual Assault (previously
referred to as rape) is not some-
thing we like to think about.
Since you cannot recognize
him, it is important that you learn
to recognize potentially
dangerous situations and know
how to protect yourself.
One in four Canadian women is
sexually assaulted. Most women
live with the fear of being
sexually assaulted. People don't
like to talk about it but as a
community, we should all be
concerned. No one should have
to live in fear.
What is Sexual Assault?
Sexual assault is any un-
wanted act of a sexual nature im-
posed by one person upon anoth-
er.
Sexual assault of any kind is a
crime, even in a marriage or a
dating relationship.
Statistics show that nearly all
sexual assaults are committed by
men against women or girls. A
very small percentage of sexual
assault victims are men.
The Cord Weekly
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Is there a difference between
Sexual Assault and Rape?
Rape is unwanted sexual in-
tercourse.
Under the law, sexual assault
is any unwanted act of a sexual
nature, including rape and any
other unwanted fondling or
touching.
Where does it happen?
Most people believe that sex-
ual assault happens in
"dangerous" places such as dark
alleys or parking lots. But more
than half of all sexual assaults
take place in private homes.
Who is Sexually Assaulted?
All kinds of women are
sexually assaulted —women from
every walk of life. They can be of
every racial and ethnic back-
ground; rich or poor;
homemakers or women who work
outside the home.
Women of all ages and physi-
cal types are sexually assaulted,
including elderly and disabled
women.
It doesn't happen to any
certain "type" of women. Any
woman can be sexually assaulted.
Why does Sexual Assault hap-
pen?
A sexual assault happens
when a man thinks that his feel-
ing and desires are more impor-
tant than the woman's feelings
and desires. This attitude reflects
the fact that women have not yet
achieved real equality in our
society.
By committing a sexual as-
sault, the man imposes his wishes
on the woman by pressure, force
or other means. His "right" to get
what he wants is more important
to him than her right to say no.
When a woman says no, many
men don't listen. Some men think
she really means maybe or yes.
Some men even believe that
women secretly "want" or that
they "deserve" to be raped. This
is not true.
Under the law, women have
the right to say no to any form of
sex or sexual touching, even in a
marriage or when dating. No
means no—whatever the situa-
tion.
Who commits Sexual Assault?
Most people think of sexual
assault as a woman being sexual-
ly attacked by a stranger. But
more than half of all sexual as-
saults are committed by men who
are known to the women.
When a woman knows the
man who sexually assaults her, it
is less likely that what has hap-
pened to her will be seen as a sex-
ual assault, even by her. She is
also less likely to be believed.
But these sexual assaults are
no less a crime than those com-
mitted by strangers.
Men who commit sexual as-
sault are from every back-
ground—rich and poor; of every
racial and ethnic group; and are in
every kind of job and profession.
Men who commit sexual as-
sault can be the husbands, part-
ners, relatives, boyfriends,
employers, co-workers, doctors,
teachers or lawyers of the women
they assault.
Who is responsible for Sexual
Assault?
People who commit sexual as-
saults are responsible for these
crimes, not the victims.
What a woman wears, where
she goes, what she drinks or who
she talks to does not mean she is
inviting sexual assault or giving
up her right to no. These myths
blame the victim for the crime,
not the offender.
Any woman of any age in al-
most any situation can be sexual-
ly attacked. If a woman is sexual-
ly assaulted it is not her fault.
What can I do?
Recognize that our society has
a responsibility to stop all forms
of sexual assault. Sexual assault
is a crime.
An important first step is to
learn more about sexual assault
and why it happens. Many of the
things we have heard about sexu-
al assault are not true. We need to
think about our attitudes and
challenge the myths. We must
place responsibility for the crimes
on the offenders and stop blaming
victims. Talk to others about sexu-
al assault. You can help men and
women learn that women have
the right to say no—and that no
means no—whatever the situa-
tion. No one has the right to pres-
sure or force any unwanted act of
a sexual nature on another person.
TAKE THE TIME TO
REPORT ANY SITUATION
THAT AROUSES YOUR
SUSPICIONS TO THE POLICE
AND BE WILLING JO
TESTIFY.
You may know a woman who
has been sexually assaulted.
Listen to her. Let her know that it
was not her fault and that she is
not alone. Find out what help is
available in your community and
tell her.
What can I do if I've been
Sexually Assaulted?
All women suffer pain and
trauma from a sexual assault,
even many years later. They may
show this in different ways, or
not show it at all. It helps to talk
about it
You might choose to tell
someone you trust, such as a
close friend or relative, or con-
tact:
*a rape crisis centre or sexual as-
sault centre
*a women's counselling service
*a hospital sexual assault care co-
ordinator
*a teacher or guidance counselor
*a health worker or you doctor.
In order for a criminal investi-
gation to lake place, you must tell
the police that you have been
sexually assaulted. A medical ex-
amination may be necessary—if
so, it should be done as soon as
possible after the assault.
Sometimes the people you
turn to will not understand. There
are others who do.
Remember—you are not
alone and you are not to blame.
How we
fight back!
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
By Melissa Brandsma
Are you concerned about walking home alone after a night class
or a late night at the Turret? Walking home alone at night can often
be a lonely and frightening experience and while few incidents of
sexual assault have actually been reported in this area, the threat is a
very real one. Statistics show that one in four Canadian women is
sexually assaulted. In fact, most women live with the fear of being at-
tacked or raped. No one should have to live with this kind of fear.
The 'Take Back The Night' walk is a demonstration staged by
women who are tired of being frightened by the prospect of going out
alone at night. Together, women march through the city, passing
through places that are often ill-lit and rumored to be the sites of sex-
ual assault.
This year, the 'Take Back The Night' walk is being held on
Thursday, October 6th. It is being organized by Wilfrid Lauder's
Safety and Equality Commissioner, Anna Toth, in co-operation with
the University of Waterloo Women's Centre. The march will begin at
7pm in the Campus Centre at the University of Waterloo. The route
includes walking along the Ring Road at U of W, proceeding down
Seagram Drive, passing through Waterloo Park, walking down King
Street, winding through the WLU campus and then back to the
Campus Centre for refreshments. Those who cannot make it to the
Campus Centre at 7pm are encouraged to join the march at King and
Erb at Bpm.
The main objective of the 'Take Back The Night' walk is to pro-
mote safer streets for women who walk home alone at night At the
same time it gives women the opportunity to voice their con-
cern—Women should not have to fear walking at night.
All women and men are encouraged to participate in this
demonstration of women's rights—everyone's right—to walk the
streets at night and not have to fear sexual assault.
The Cord Weekly
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THE CORD WEEKLY
With this being Thanksgiving weekend, we on The
Cord's Editorial Board thought it was time to take a brief
respite from attacking and exposing problems that exist
here at Laurier, and in the world at large. It has been a
while, far too long a period of time in fact, since we sat
down and actually considered what we here at WLU (and
the Cord in particular) have to be thankful for. We are not
going neglect the opportunity at this solemn time of year.
What We Have to be Thankful for:
— our new computer system, so that we can produce this
piece of "high integrity" journalism;
— to WLUSU for giving us so many stories that can be
written and published on this expensive new piece of
technology;
— that the administration now likes us because we keep
giving WLUSU a hard time, and ignore Dr. Weir;
— to Bill Rockwood, our Advertising Manager, for getting
us free pizza on production nights so that we don't die of
starvation trying to produce the paper,
— the dozens of volunteers who make our lives so much
easier by doing our work for us (except for Bryan who
likes doing it all himself);
— the fact that within four blocks of WLU we have not
one, but two, retail yogurt outlets;
— smoking areas throughout the school, including the TV
lounge, which are equipped with all the latest amenities,
except ashtrays;
— the fact that we are still young, though not necessarily
sane;
— that we have not been sued for libel... yet. (although
we're trying really, really hard);
Oktoberfest, for obvious reasons;
K- that WLUSU's programming department has provided
us with top quality entertainment, like The Razorbacks;
— that our football team still has one set of sweaters to
play in;
-- that Lennox Lewis, Carolyn Waldo and Michelle
Cameron helped to clean up Canada's somewhat
tarnished reputation at the Olympics;
-- Laurier students cared enough to help raise over
$31,000.00 for Cystic Fibrosis;
— that most of this year's crop of frosh are too young to
get in the Turret;
— that another Montreal Canadien season is about to be-
gin;
— that Wayne Gretzky is still playing hockey, even if it is
on the other side of the border;
— that no pianos have disappeared yet;
-- that by the good grace of God Phil's Grandson's Place
MAY eventually open and give us another place to hang
out;
— that FORWELL'S still offers a free loaf of bread to
starving students;
-- that we're having an election (a real one that matters);
--most of all we're thankful that there is no CORD next
week. Notice how our holiday coincides with Oktober-
fest? And you thought we were stupid.
Have a happy holiday, and think about the turkeys that
lost their lives for your dinners.
Editorial opinions are approved by The Cord Editorial Board on behalf of Cord
staff and are independent of the University, the Students Union and the Student
Publications Board.
EDITORIAL BOARD
Cori Ferguson, Editor-in-Chief Bryan C. Leblanc, News Editor
Jonathan Stover. Associate News Editor Brad Lyon, Sports Editor
Neville Blair. Scene Editor Kat Rios, Production Manager
Erika Sajnovic, Features Editor
The Cord is published during the fall and winter academic terms. Offices are lo-
cated on the second floor of the Student Union Building, at Wilfrid Laurier Uni-
versity, 75 University Ave W„ Waterloo (519) 884-2990. The Cord is a member
o£ Canadian University Press and the Ontario Community Newspaper Association.
Copyright 1988, WLU Student Publications. No part of The Cord may be
reproduced without the permission of the Editor-in-Chief. '
Stay away from my shoes!
Via Rail is customarily late, so it was no sur-
prise to be rolling into the station half-an-hour late
last Saturday night What was a surprise, though,
was the lack of cabs waiting despondently for a
fare. Even at 1:00 in the ayem there are always a
couple of taxis sitting around.
But on Saturday night, a new sight greeted the
passengers as they disembarked. A young gentle-
man was being violently ill in the parking lot. His
friends in the car were laughing and cheering him
on. Welcome to Kitchener-Waterloo. Welcome to
Oktoberfest.
See, I had forgotten all about Oktoberfest. I was
returning from Trent University in Peterborough,
after watching my mother graduate with a psychol-
ogy degree. It was a very solemn occasion, full of
pomp and ceremony. People, including mom, were
crying tears of happiness at the greataccomplish-
ment. At the risk of sounding wimpy, it was a
moving event. Like I said, I had forgotten all about
Oktoberfest until I got to Kitchener, and the first
thing I saw was some slob ralphing his lungs out in
the parking lot.
It was a nice night, so I decided to hike the two
or three miles home. Before I even reached King
Street, it was evident that the cultural event was in
full swing. Someone had run over a yield sign and a
fire hydrant.
I reached King Street, and headed north. The
streets were lined with people staggering along,
wearing those silly hats with long feathers that are
as Bavarian as Chinese food. The urine-and-beer-
sprayed sidewalks gleamed in the moonlight.
One fellow of dubious distinction had passed
out on someone's lawn as I approached
McDonald's. Here, more hilarious fun was occur-
ring. A guy was laughing his head off as he
urinated on someone's car door. Another was lurch-
ing across the parking lot, and a beer bottle ex-
ploded beside him. His friends laughed uproarious-
ly, and tried to hit him again.
A block later, a stranger accosted me. He had
obviously partaken of the pale ale at a violent rate.
His eyes were glazed and to his clothes clung the
unmistakable aroma of certain biodegradable
chemicals, the sluices having apparently been open
on both ends. Atop his dishevelled head was
perched a baseball cap proclaiming in bright red
letters that "Beer makes you smart".
If this is indeed true, it was obvious that my
own limited faculties were no match for this in-
tellectual giant
"When the eff is the effing bus coming for effs
sake?" he demanded. I pleaded ignorance. It was a
trick question, I was soon to find out.
"Ha!" he crowed triumphantly into my face.
"There are not effing buses this effing late you eff-
ing goof!" he sprayed.
Mentally, I smacked my brow in amazement. Of
course! It was too late for buses! The crafty wit had
outsmarted mc! I should start to drink more beer,
and maybe someday, I too could aspire to this
plateau of intelligentsia and outfox those daft fools
who don't drink enough.
THE WACKY WORLD
OF
PROFESSOR FUN
Near the hospital, a group was singing. "Like a
dog pissing on a hydrant we shall not be
moved...yea...party till ya
puke...yooo...awright...party hardy..."
On the lawn ofLabatt's breweries, a young
couple, obviously quite enamoured of each other,
were copulating vigourously. The passing cars
honked their approval.
Closer to my house, I watched with alarm as a
'
car made an errant turn and took out someone's
hedge. Four guys fell out of the car, and the driver
started complaining. "Oh shit, man, there's trees
like all over my effing car man! Effing shit man!"
My neighbours were having an Oktoberfest
bash. A woman was on the lawn fixing her hair as
she tried to look into a sideview mirror on the car
that was parked there. She had no top on. "Good
evening," I said. "EFF OFF!!!!" she cordially
replied.
Oktoberfest. It's such a rip-off. A whole new in-
dustry has been spawned - 'Made in Taiwan' Ok-
toberfest hats, 'Made in Venezuala' Oktoberfest
beer steins, and 'Made in Phillipines' Oktoberfest
lederhosen. Even in the establishments where 'tra-
ditional Oktoberfest sausages' are served, what you
get is a Maple Leaf hot dog on a plastic tablecloth,
served by a waitress wearing a plastic apron and
plastic smile. Sehr gut! Prosit!
Granted, it does generate a huge amount of
revenue for Kitchener-Waterloo, but at the expense
of gaining the reputation as the puking capital of
North America. No wonder some of the organizers
you meet are so surly - they've got to clean the crud
up year after year. Proud of the twin cities? You
bet.
As far as I'm concerned, the whole thing should
be given back to the Germans. It's degrading and
reflects badly on the community and the
participants. Some cities have tourist information
centres at the railway station. In Kitchener-
Waterloo, we have people throwing up and urinat-
ing. The city, it seems, is nothing more than one big
toilet.
Don't get me wrong. I love a good party, and
have awoken on more than one occasion with a
hangover so bad that even my hair hurt But I really
wonder if the "traditional German celebration" is all
that traditional, or German, or a celebration for that
matter.
And there is nothing like paying up to ten bucks
to go inside an arena or bar, where normally you
can get in for free, fork out up to four bucks for the
same beer you bought a week ago for two-and-a-
half, dance to music that nauseates you, and end up
either throwing-up on your shoes or having some-
one do it for you. Cultural festival? Sure thing, but
stay away from my shoes.
The Cord Weekly
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LETTERS
TO
THE EDITOR
Sour Mash Groupie defends heroes
Editor, The Cord
It was a first! After the Sour
Mash Blues Band Polirocked
Ruby's on September 22nd, I got
behind the wheel of my car and lo
and behold; I was SOBER. I was
the designated driver; thus, I had
no excuse. This was the first time
I had been in a non-annebriated
state during their performance,
and do you know what? I en-
joyed every minute of it. Yes,
it's true. Naturally, I found it
ludicrous to read that enjoying
the show depended on the "de-
gree of drunkenness reached be-
fore the band comes to stage".
(Septe. 29,1988) Perhaps they
encountered a few technical dif-
ficulties but when talent is so
overwhelming, those little things
go undetected. The point in case
is alcohol is not the prerequisite
for enjoying Sour Mash, but rath-
er good company and an open
mind.
Mary "SOUR MASH
GROUPIE" Robinson
Cord shows
editorial bias
Dear Editor,
Last weeks issue of the Cord was
so bad, I do not know where to
begin.
First, you have now stated
that you will not accept any more
"political mud slinging" letters.
That's too bad. It was the only
thing that made the Cord inter-
esting to read. If you have this
policy, you should not have
printed Mr. Herbertson's letter of
September 22 to begin with. If
the Cord does not want to be in-
volved in politics, I wonder why
you gave Jean Cretien the front
page, to spout his ideas on just
about everything. If you don't
want these ideas in your letters to
the editor (where they belong),
don't allow them elsewhere. Be
consistent in your application of
policy.
I also found your editorial on
Ben Johnson to be repulsive.
Rather than analyze the situation,
and try and reach a reasonable
conclusion, it was nothing more
than a personal attack on some-
one who was, and still is, a na-
tional hero. We have all been
proud of Ben in the past. Nothing
can change that
There also was an article on
"Students Working for Apart-
heid". The idea behind this was
that engineering students who
went to work in South Africa for
the summer were somehow sup-
porting apartheid. This conclu-
sion is immature and naive at
best. We should not discourage
people from visiting foreign
countries, especially troubled
ones. These students certainly
came back with a different per-
spective on South Africa, a per-
spective that is real. Real because
they have been there, and not
taken their real attitudes from a
newspaper editorial or a wire ser-
vice. There was an inference that
these students came back as
"racist" or "anti-black". This does
nothing to help understanding of
South Africa or its problems.
When was the last time YOU
were in South Africa? Nothing ir-
ritates me more than to have so-
called "experts" pronounce judg-
ment on a country or situation
that they have never been to.
They are not experts on anything.
I hope I can expect better
quality and effort from the Cord
in the future. That shouldn't be
tough; it has reached a new low.
May I suggest you work harder to
eliminate editorial bias from fu-
ture editions.
Sincerely,
Robert Cameron
Grab bag of
complaints
Editor, The Cord
I found last week's issue of
The Cord to be totally un-
professional and ridiculous.
Symptomatic of this "new spirit"
is Anna Toth's letter, and your
"dogmatic refusal" (read: DIC-
TATES) regarding the content of
future letters. Obviously, some-
one, somewhere, does not have
their head put on properly.
Violent crimes against women
is a problem that should be made
light of. On that point I agree, as
should everyone. However, to
make the assumption that a
simple video game will cause
Laurier students to beat up
women and abuse them is
ridiculous. If anyone was
motivated by this game to do
such things, I would suggest that
they had mental problems to be-
gin with. The game did not put
those problems there. To "ban"
(read: CENSOR) videogames is
insulting the intelligence of
everyone. Why not take the gold
game out, as golf damages the en-
vironment with divots, spike
marks, lost balls, golf carts, and
so on. If The Cord is going to
"ban" (read: CENSOR) political
' letters because you feel they are
ridiculous, I suggest you include
these types of letters as well. For
that matter, as letters to the editor
are for merely expressing a view-
point, why don't you ban all let-
ters. Don't they promote verbal
"violence" against editors and the
editors' (in the past, obvious)
bias?
May I also suggest you con-
sider an apology for the editorial
"cartoon" of last week, showing
Ben Johnson strapped to the
space shuttle. After all, these
sorts of "cartoons" promote
violence as well, against people
who have not had their day in
court. Last week's Cord
promoted abuse against in-
telligence: students read it.
David Morton
Disgusted Student
Blair apologizes
to Young PC's
Editor, The Cord:
At the urging of the members
of the Editorial Board of the
Cord Weekly, I am offering my
apologies to the members of the
PC Youth. While only intended
as a playful poke at the policies
of that party, certain members of
that organization, as well as some
members of the student body,
were offended by an "editorial
comment" appearing beside an
advertisement for that political
party in last week's Scene section
and not on the Comment page
where such a statement belongs.
The inclusion of that statement
was completely of my own doing
and was done without the prior
knowledge or consent of the
editorial board, production per-
sonnel or any member of Student
Publications, other than myself.
Any further inquiries should,
therefore, be addressed to me.
Sincerely,
Neville J. Blair
Scene Editor
Best banners
broke rules
Editor, The Cord
This letter is regarding the
recent banner competition held by
the Alumni Association at the
Homecoming football game.
The contest rules read as fol-
lows: " prepare a banner (max-
imum size 12 sq. feet)..."
Unfortunately, the Alumni
Association chose to award the
$600 prize money to banners
which were all well over 12 sq.
feet. In fact two were approxi-
mately four times the official
entry size.
Of the ten banners entered,
only five were worthy of being
judged by contest rules.
We would like to congratulate
the winners, however we feel
grave injustice has been done.
Extremely Disappointed,
C. Read
M. D'Agnillo.
Question
of the Week
By Vicki Williams and Steve Howard
With Thanksgiving fast approaching, how do you feel about the
merciless slaughtering of turkeys? '
I always think of the poor vegeta-
bles that sacrifice themselves.
Mike Henry - Hons. Arch.
Better their heads than ours!
Dave Wiseman
3rd yr. Hons. Poultry
(giggle, giggle) - We've never
really thought about iL
Jean Leandres - Economics
Lirondel Cheyne - Hons. Geog-
raphy
I haven't a funny answer!
Rose Wiandt - Laurier employ-
ee
We're having ham this holiday. I
decline from further comment.
Mike Wilson - BSc.
How would you like it if you had
to be eaten?
Lisa Gaudet - Poli. Sci.
The Cord Weekly
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THE CORD WEEKLY would like to apologize for the oversight in printing the "unpaidpolitical advertisement" which appeared in last week's Entertainment section beside theYoung PC s advertisement. This statement was not reflective of the paper, or the
P ?Pu
I'tt5lt,0rial policy - 0nce a Sain> we apologize to all of our readers and the membersof the YPC s for this mistake.
THERE WILL BE NO CORD NEXT WEEK! THE NEXT ISSUE WILL APPEARTHURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1988. ENJOY THE BREAK - WE CERTAINLY WELL.™s s staff meeting is also cancelled, but there will be one on Friday, October'14 at 2:30 p.m. in the Cord offices.
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Masks, Martians all part of Bob's show
By Steve Howard
There's only three things
worth dying for and that's
chicks and cars and
the Third World War
- Colin James
As part of the BSA sponsored
W.O.W. (What's On Wednes-
days) program, September 28tn
saw the appearance of
Vancouver's Bob's Your Uncle
at the Turret.
This five piece ensemble was
touted as an "eclectic" alternative.
It seems to me that this word is
bantered around far too frequent-
ly. A more appropriate word to
describe the band would probably
be bizarre or eccentric.
Bob's act was centered
around "performance art". This
band certainly had a grasp of the
genre in which it lives. The
"artsy" tendency (that phrase is
not meant to condemn) of per-
formance art may be con-
temporary, but was far too art-
istic for the small audience pres-
ent last Wednesday evening. It
leaves one wondering if the
cerebral should be linked with
music at all. Indeed, it gives the
impression that if Stanley
Kubrick were to compose music,
it would present itself in a similar
manner.
Playing two sets of original
material, they drew styles from
many sources. Their line-up of
guitar, bass, drums, harmonica
and vocals proved an effective
combination. It resulted in a
rhythmic, up-beat evening.
The first offering talked of a
"nation in hibernation". This song
was Smith-like in its approach;
Patti, that is. Lead vocalist, Sook-
Yin Lee, sang with confidence
and a strong voice. Also, a Kate
Bush influence eerily crept in and
out of Lee's vocalizing. The
band's first single, "Talk to the
Birds", featured Lee impersona-
tion of a canary.
Successive songs displayed
styles similar to the B-52'
s, with high energy and a speedy
pace. Others had a UZEB style,
utilizing a funk-feel and still
others exemplified the Talking
Heads' inventiveness in lyrics
like: "I'm a walking contradic-
tion/ You can put me in a z00...".
Eventually, the crowd found
its way onto the floor. This was
truly a lesson in weirdness.with
many dancers bobbing, weaving
and walking in time to the music.
It left me wondering who could
be weirder - the audience or the
band.
The stage show/performance
art took over when Lee walked
onstage wearing a one-eyed head-
dress, tinkling the keys of a toy
piano. Her avant-garde approach
reminded me of Yoko Ono's live
presentation of "Don't Worry,
Kyoko". Fortunately, Lee's vo-
cals were strong and contrasted
the annoying squawk of Ono.
At another point in the show,
Lee droned into a long, white
tube aimed at the microphone.
Were these antics aimed at im-
pressing others with their con-
temporary approach? Instead of
drawing the audience in, these
theatrics alienated it. Is it possible
that music should be presented
without pre-conceived notions,
allowing the audience to con-
struct its own images and mean-
ing? Just as music-vidcos are said
to hamper the imagination, per-
formance art can create barriers
to the music and muddle the mes-
sage instead of defining it.
Physical stage antics aside,
Bob was very impressive musi-
cally. They appeared to be com-
fortable with their instruments
and certainly their stage presence
exhibited this. The audience
posed no threat and the band
seemed calm. However, I find it
hard to believe that an audience
of approximately thirty could be
threatening to any band.
They closed their first set with
an interesting version of the
theme from Spiderman, which
alternated between an almost
reggae-style and near thrash
speed. The audience wriggled and
bounced with approval.
Their second set began after a
short break. A break in which the
band canvassed T-shirts and tapes
of their independently released,
self-titled album. It's refreshing
to see that such an "artistic" band
has not been adversely influenced
by the music and performance
and can still see the value of
being paid for what they do.
In fact, after having the expe-
rience of an independent release,
Bob's Your Uncle is "looking for
a new label" and wants to record
again. If they decide to record, it
will happen in Vancouver. They
feel it is essential for a band to
record in order to acquire any
recognition and make itself
known as a national or interna-
tional act and hopefully leave the
Vancouver music scene.
Bob's Your Dncle is halfway
through their two month tour.
Following their visit to our area,
they were headed to the east coast
and then on to New York. This
will be their first appearance in
the United States. Hopefully,
their travels will bring some
enthusiasm to their music. Their
attempts to connect with our
minds fell short last Wednesday
night. I hope it will prove "mind
expanding" for others.Cord
photo
by
Cori
Cusak
/WOW 'em:Bob's YourUncle, an eccen-tric quintet from
Vancouver, played last
Wednesday night to an
\ almost empty Turret.
\ Above, vocalist
\ Sook-Yin Lee
belts out
a tune.
INFERNO rages at
Marvel Comics
By Tony Burke
Somewhere within the tower-
ing city of Manhattan, a vacuum
cleaner comes to life and attempts
to devour a helpless housewife,
an elevator's doors open, un-
leashing a torrent of blood and
bones, and tourists look on in dis-
belief as the Empire State Build-
ing grows before their eyes. Man-
hattan is being invaded by the
evil forces of a magical dimen-
sion, and the heroes of Marvel
Comics are the only beings
standing in their way . This is IN-
FERNO!
Presented to us by writers
Chris Claremont and Louise
Simonson, Inferno is an ever-
reaching epic crossing over into
many of Marvel's major titles, in-
cluding Daredevil, Captain Amer-
ica, and the three Spider-man
comicbooks, while focusing on
their best-selling series, The Un-
canny X-Men.
The famous and talented crea-
tive team of Stan Lee and Jack
Kirby conceived The X-Men in
1964, billing them as "The most
unusual teen-agers of all time"
Born with fantastic abilities
which they were unable to con-
trol, the young mutants were ap-
proached by geneticist, and fel-
low mutant, Professor Charles
Xavier to enroll in his "School
For Gifted Youngsters". As the
Professor taught them how to
control their powers, he used the
school as a cover for his students
to operate as a force for good that
protected mankind against evil
mutants.
Members of the group have
come and gone over the years,
resulting in drastic changes in the
book's direction. It is the very na-
ture of change that has contrib-
uted highly to the X-Men's
popularity. In recent years, Mar-
vel has taken advantage of the
comicbook's legion of fans by
flooding the market with
numerous spin-off titles
.
Xavier's first group of graduates
from the school have re-formed
under the name of X-Factor; his
newest students have been
dubbed The New Mutants. X-
Factor has also taken a group of
young mutants under its wing
who call themselves the X-
Terminators. And finally, three
former members of the X-Men
now reside in England where they
protect that country in their team,
"* w
"'•'sm* ,
*
v< - 'K&gizzmm
Excalibur.
The complex relationships
which tie these groups together
form the groundwork for the
entire Inferno storyline. I invite
you now to join me in a tour
through the lives of these amaz-
ing characters who have changed
the face of the comic medium .
But I warn you, "Be careful when
you strike a match, even if only to
light your way through the dark-
ness, because you never know
when you'll ignite an IN-
FERNO!".
SPARK. Scott Summers,
a.k.a. Cyclops of X-Factor, began
his life as an adventurer in the X-
Men. There he met Jean Grey,
Marvel Girl. They fell in love and
planned to marry. Alas, fate stole
their dreams away from them
when Jean killed herself because
her powers of telepathy and
telekinesis threatened to destroy
the universe.
A year went by and Scott met
cont. on pg. 16
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Van Gogh displayed
at Princess Cinema
By Kirk Nielsen
A few years ago, there was a
song by Jonathan Richman called
"Vincent Van Gogh", and it asked
the simple question: "Have you
heard about the painter Vincent
Van Gogh, who loved colour and
he let it show?".
It is true that Van Gogh loved
colour, and he certainly let it
show in his work, but there is
much more to Van Gogh than
Jonathan Richman sang about.
You can find out all you wanted
to know about Vincent Van Gogh
at the movies. Yes that's right!
Now playing at the Princess
Cinema is Paul Cox's Vincent:
The Life and Death of Vincent
Van Gogh.
Vincent is a wonderful film
detailing the hard life and sudden
suicide of Van Gogh, as seen
through both his paintings and his
letters to his younger brother,
Theo. The letters, read by actor
John Hurt, cover the time span
from when Van Gogh was in
evangelical school in 1872, to his
death on July 29, 1890. The film
inter-cuts dramatizations and
landscape footage to help express
the emotions Van Gogh was feel-
ing.
Vincent Van Gogh died a
poor man, having sold only one
painting during his lifetime. He
produced over 1800 pieces and,
as recently as 1987, his
Sunflowers painting sold for over
$50 million.
Van Gogh's painting im-
proved steadily in the decade that
he painted and, by the end of the
film, his most famous and colour-
ful works are presented. With the
appearance of his colourful yel-
lows and blues, the sounds of
Antonio Vivaldi's A 1 Santo
Sepolcro (Sinfonia in B-Minor,
and Sonata in E-Major) fill the
theatre. The music serves as a
perfect compliment for Van
Gogh's colours.
The film's director, Paul Cox,
born in Holland, before set-
tling in Australia in 1965,and the
film was something he always
wanted to do. Cox is a great ad-
mirer of Van Gogh's work, and
did the film as his personal con-
tribution to the 100th anniversary
of Van Gogh's death.
Vincent: The Life and Death
of Vincent Van Gogh plays
tonight at 7:00 PM in the Princess
Cinema, and has both time slots
on Friday and Saturday. Finish
off your Thanksgiving dinner
with a trip to see Frederico Fel-
lini's fascinating film La Strada
on Monday night at 7:00 PM.
Entertainment Quiz
By Pye Baxter
Questions:
1. What legendary blues guitar player, the subject of a 1972 PBS
documentary, passed away recently?
2. What is the name of Joe Jackson's instrumental album?
3. Name the fugitive Cary Grant played in Talk of the Town.
4. How long does Tiffany's new album run?
5. SCTV alumnus Dave Thomas has a brother equally famous in a
different line of work. Name the brother and what he does.
6. One of the back up bands for Elvis Costello's album King Of
America were The Confederates. What other famous artist had
these gentleman previously recorded with?
7. Name Martin Scorcese's brilliant film that chronicles the final
performance of The Band.
8. On the Beatles' Magical Mystery Tour, who was the walrus?
9. What former member of The Smiths has recently joined The
Pretenders?
10.Who or what adorns the cover of the Talking Heads most
recent album?
Answers:
1.RoyBuchanan
2.Willpower
3.LeupoldDilg
4.Toolong
5.SingerlanThomas
6.ElvisPresley
7.TheLastWaltz
8.ThewalruswasPaul
9.JohnnyMarr
10.Achimpanzee
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Master of I
Business I
Ad ministration I
Queen's University at Kingston offers a modern,
discipline-based approach to the study of management in
the complex organizations of today and tomorrow. The'
learning atmosphere in the School of Business is lively,
informal, intimate and flexible. Persons from almost all
academic programs will find MBA studies rewarding.
Financial assistance is available.
Representatives from the School of Business will be on
Campus and would be happy to meet with students of any
Faculty interested in the Queen's MBA Program.
DATE: Wednesday, October 12,1988
T|i ir 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.I IMt:
place-
"oom 373 Hagey Hall
University of Waterloo
WANTED:
WRITERS
Should you find yourself
waxing poetic about the cinema,
music (contemporary or udder-
wise), dance, litrachure, small
dead rodents or any other
cultural-like stuff, why not drop
by the offices of The Cord and
offer yer services? We're located
on the second floor of the Student
Union Building...just follow the
trail of beer caps and ask for
Neville Blair.
STUDENT. GO HOME, *
/» e 4 °n® complimentary dinner entree with the 4 )r'vVIEMI* (Its time to m t purchase of one dinner entree Of equal or Maxinnum ValueI B (j greater value. $6.00 112 I
renegotiate the allowance, Jv j off
™
get the laundry done and eat
real food again.) |j €fe|® $ ||
H j (£W) 4 King street North j I
STEAKS (Com«ofKlng& Erb)GrayCoach \ & crepes \'{
jjonecertificate per table will be honoured. Offer expies Nov. 30 1989. Valid Sun. to Thurs. evening s after 4 H-
.'X-ti',""!".'——7| !"■""¥& iff pjn. - Your bill will be reduced by an amount equal to the 2nd highest priced entree up to $6.00 (max.) J
J"3 -Not to be used in combination with other special dinner offers. Immi_l tii. g 5
Student Union Info Centre, Student Union Buildina ym . r>, j< — n, jr—-~tt
Telephone 884-2990
Madelyn Pryor, a woman who
bore an uncanny resemblance to
Jean Grey. They married and
Madelyn gave birth to their son,
Christopher Charles Summers.
Before the baby could reach its
first birthday, Scott was called
away from his home in Alaska to
New York. Jean had been found
alive! Leaving his wife and son,
Cyclops ran into the arms of his
former love and, together, they
formed X-Factor. Now, Madelyn
is believed to have perished with
the X-Men in a battle to save the
Earth, and baby Christopher is
missing. Cyclops and Marvel Girl
are in search for his lost son;
what they find may cost them
their lives.
SPARK. Rachel Summers,
Phoenix of Excalibur, comes
from the future. It is a future
where mutants are destoyed on
sight and America is enslaved by
huge robots called the Sentinels.
Rachel has journeyed through
time to try and prevent her future
from occurring. But time is a
fragile thing that refuses to be
changed and Rachel finds herself
in a different world. According to
her past, Jean Grey never "died",
instead she married Scott and
gave birth to the baby that would
grow up to be Rachel. Also, Scott
never met or married Madelyn
Pryor, nor did they conceive a
son. Phoenix is lost in a world
with no meaning and no place for
her.
Half a world away, a little
brother that she can never truly
call her own, is telepathically
calling for help. She now jour-
neys to America for a blind date
with destiny.
FLAME. Australia, the home
of the X-Men and their com-
panion Madelyn Pryor. The X-
Men have fabricated an elaborate
ruse that they died in battle for
the Earth so that they may enact
vengeance against their many
enemies without sacrificing the
safety of their friends and family.
As the X-Men seek to vindicate
themselves, Madelyn uses the
computers in their underground
lair to access television transmis-
sions from America. She acciden-
tally catches a news program
showing her husband, Scott, with
Jean Grey. Madelyn lashes out at
the screen rendering herself un-
conscious by the resulting electric
shock. As she sleeps, she dreams.
Madelyn's dreams show a
mystical dimension called Limbo
which is ruled by a powerful
demon named S'ym who uses his
evil lackeys to invade our dimen-
sion. But one of S'ym's cohorts
decides to make plans of his own.
N'Astirh, a demon of vast magi-
cal powers, promises Madelyn
Pryor incredible abilities for her
to use to find her son and gain
vengeance on Cyclops and Mar-
vel Girl. But at what price is this
power given? Phoenix, Jean, and
Madelyn are about to meet, and
the fate of the world hangs in the
balance.
FIRE. N'Astirh requires ten
mutant babies of vast powers to
construct a portal between Earth
and Limbo. One of these infants
is Christopher Summers. As the
X-Terminators battle in vain to
prevent N'Astirh from obtaining
his prize, the demon locates the
power source necessary to open
the portal: Illyana Rasputin,
Magik of The New Mutants.
Illyana spent half of her life
growing up in Limbo, a slave to
the evil wizard Belasco and his
pet demon S'ym. Illyana drove
Belasco from the dark dimension
but, in doing so, she had to give
in to the dark magic within her
soul. It is prophesied that this
darkness will overcome her,
transforming her into the Dark-
childe, and bring destruction to
Earth. The prophesy is about to
be fulfilled.
INFERNO ! A horde of
demons' rains form a huge rift in
the sky above Manhattan and
Marvel Comics' superheroes
must protect the inhabitants of the
city while the X-teams battle the
instigators; N'Astirh and S'ym.
Can they defeat the demon-lords
in time? Or will they be too busy
fighting each other? Inferno! All
you need is a spark to ignite the
fury.
Inferno promises to tie up
many loose plotlines in the X-
Men series and, if Chris
Claremont lives up to his reputa-
tion, it could mean that some
characters will meet their deaths
and leave other characters ir-
revocably changed . Until all this
nastiness is cleared up, I advise
you to' be careful dialing the
phone, don't step into any grin-
ning elevators, and leave the
housecleaning for another week .
I w iLI ... hE yy what'S ha
pPeniN g to mY tyPe wriT
AAARRRRGGGGHHH!!!!
InsideTrack
By Dave Lackie
The Human League released a new single this
week as a prelude to their forthcoming greatest hits
album. Despite a two year silence, the new
single,"Love Is All That Matters", is taken from
their last album, Crush. The band is currently pre-
paring to go into the studio to record a new al-
bum....Jean Michel Jarre's concert, that had been
called the largest and the most ambitious ever
planned, is facing controversy and uncertainty. The
huge laser area had been scheduled to occur at the
Docklands area in Southwest London, but the local
city council is not happy with the plans, citing poor
emergency facilities as a serious issue. Concert
promoters predicted that as many as 500,000 fans
would see the concert, but local officials could not
possibly see how a fire truck could reach the con-
cert site if anything was to go wrong. Last week it
seemed as if the show would be stopped, but this
week it seems that Jarre may still play London if
the original plans are drastically scaled
down....Rick Astley's new album was almost
destroyed last week in a fire at Waterman's PWL
Studios in England. Luckily, the tracks had been
transferred to a disk and stored elsewhere. The
master tapes "melted into big, black blobs" said a
spokesman for the company. The new album is still
scheduled for release in November. Fire experts are
still unsure as to the cause of the fire which resulted
in over $600,000 damage....London's most famous
club, The Marquee, is preparing for its 30th
birthday party this December. Music video fans
will remember The Marquee as the location for
Wham's "Edge of Heaven" video. Several famous
artists who launched their careers at the club are
planning anniversary concerts....As announced ear-
lier, U2 is presently putting the final touches on
their concert movie entitled Rattle and Hum, due to
be released in early November. The movie features
live concert footage shot in North America from
last year's Joshua Tree Tour. But according to Time
Out magazine, the film distributor is becoming con-
cerned at how long the editing is taking. Ever the
perfectionists, U2 is personally involved in every
stage of the film making, including the editing. The
film has already missed the deadline for magazine,
television and press screenings. To top it all off,
U.I.P. still have no copy to show the press. "Just a
few more edits," said the band....Boy George
returns this week with a single, "Don't Cry", writ-
ten by Bobby Z, formally of Prince's Revolution.
Virgin Records will be releasing George's
forthcoming album Tense Nervous Headache soon.
Even if you don't like his music, you must admit
that he is persistent....lt is a sad week for progres-
sive music in England as London's National Rock
and Pop Station, Radio One, will no longer be
devoting each night to progressive music, some-
thing they have since 1981. There are no small,
progressive radio stations such as CKMS or CFNY
in England. Progressive bands, therefore, rely on
Radio One to play their material. Progressive music
has been cut from 5 and a half hours a night to a
measly 2 hours per evening. The show will be
hosted by John Peel who, through his ground-
breaking radio program on BBC One, introduced
such artists as Elvis Costello, Echo and the Bun-
nymen, The Smiths and Squeeze to audiences
hungry for something a little different. The new
format will consist of hours of bland, yuppy music
such as Phil Collins and Dire Straits....lt is hotly
rumored by industry folk that a CD only album will
soon be with us; the vinyl album joining the ranks
of the extinct dinosaur. In North America, record
companies have been busy working overtime, delet-
ing masses and masses of their back catalogues,
while introducing many classics, such as the
Band's albums, on CD. Cassettes, for the time
being, are holding their own, but it won't be long
now until a record company takes the first step and
releases a new album only on CD and cassette, not
on vinyl LP. Polygram is expected to make this
first regrettable move with the release of Van Mor-
rison's or Dire Straits' next album.
Comic book heroes return to Marvel faithful fans
cont. from pg. 15
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IMMmS CONTACT LENSES & QUALITY FRAMES \ ■
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1 CICMS-fM~l
Stereo 94.5 cable 105.7
CKMS TOP 10 ALBUMS FOR THE WEEK ENDING OCT. 7:
LW TW .
1 1. Beatnigs Beatnigs - Alternative Tentacles
2 2. Plasticine Replicas Glow - Raining Records
4 3. Pig Farm Hold Your Nose - X
5 4. The Wonderstuff... Eight Legged Groove Machine - Polydor
6 5, Pop Will Eat Itself Now For A Feast - Chapter 22
8 6. Alice Donut Donut Comes Alive - Alternative Tentacles
7. Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds Deanna 12" - Mute
8. Defunkt In America - Island
9. The Swamp Zombies Chicken Vulture Crow - Dr. Dream
10. The New Christs Divine Rites - Citadel
Representatives from Canada's largest graduate
management school will be visiting your campus.
Come and meet us!
TUESDAY, OCT. 18
anytime from 10:00a.m. to 11:30a.m.
Library Board Room
Wilfrid Laurier University
7ACUL T Y 0 F"
ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES
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I SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
H at the
■ STRATFORD FESTIVAL
H John
■ STUDENTS SAVE up to HPJH|HHk§LJlU
H on top price theatre tickets!
Shakespeare
The Taming of the Shrew by William Shakespeare
My Fair Lady Lerner and Loewe musical
H Three Musketeers
I AVON THEATRE
M Murder In The Cathedral bv T.S. Eliot
The Two Gentlemen of Verona by William Shakespeare
H ' All's Well Ends Well by William Shakespeare
I TAKE ADVANTAGE of our■ STUDENT DISCOUNT «*,
H and SAVE up to: $&
■ 70%
matinee performances: $9.50, $8.50, $7.50 mmmmk. k^wi40 /o by ift S 4
B ■ 1
PLUS an additional 20% if your group B I 1
V B A
m 20% more H f <P^£^B|
■ more the Box OfficeH FREE from KITCHENER *
■ Jm yJBB^BvSjl
■ SEASON ENDS OCT. 30! " jB
Michael Cooper I
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P & G Corporate Information
. Session
. Paul Martin Centre
October 19th, 2:30 p.m.
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Demigod of the Week
Satire by Pye Baxter
Most of us know Pieter W.
Botha as the president of a large,
wealthy African nation populated
largely by blacks but ruled,
curiously enough, by a minority
of whites. And in order to ensure
that this white minority govern-
ment continues to exist, laws
have been made to limit the
political and civil rights of blacks,
coloureds and anyone else whose
complexion isn't similar to that of
a slab of drywall.
When I first heard of this, I
thought, "Gee...that's not right." I
wondered why this Mr. Botha
would continue this policy of
apartheid, despite all the changes
that have taken place in other
parts of the world. Hadn't he ever
heard of Martin Luther King Jr?
(It was later brought to my atten-
tion that Mr. Botha's party had
imprisoned their Martin Luther
King Jr. A man named Nelson
Mandela was imprisoned in 1962
and there he sits to this day).
"Boy," I thought, "Something
pretty awful must've happened to
Mr. Botha when he was young to
have made him so peeved with
the black people". In fact, I began
to wonder so hard, that I decided
to travel to South Africa and see
if I could find out. And I'm very
happy to report that I did.
A gracious, old women
named Lydia Dekker provided
me with my first clue. Miss Dek-
ker was Mr. Botha's high school
piano teacher and remembers the
president as a bright but dis-
tracted student with "a bit of a
weight problem".
"Pieter would try very hard
during his lessons," says the 95
year old Dekker, "But I could tell
that he hadn't practiced. His mind
was elsewhere. He toyed with the
piano...but he loved the guitar."
"Mr. Botha played the electric
guitar?" I asked incredulously.
"Oh, yes...while I forced him
to play the works of Chopin,
Mozart and Beethoven, little
Pieter was thinking of Robert
Johnson, Leadbelly and Sonny
Boy Williams. He simply adored
the blues."
"And, um, how was he on
guitar, Miss Dekker?" I asked.
Shitty. Really shitty", ans-
wered the music teacher.
A schoolboy chum of Mr.
Botha's, Billy Botha (no rela-
tion), now head of the govern-
ment's Ministry of Incredibly
Repressive Measures, still re-
members a day which was to
have a powerful impact on the
young president-to-be.
"We had just finished a day of
classes at White Man's Burden
Public High when Petie spotted a
poster on a telephone pole. It was
an advertisement announcing the
appearance of Sonny Boy Wil-
liams at a club on the outskirts of
town. Petie was ecstatic. He got
this crazy idea in his head that
he'd try to go to this show with
his guitar and hop up on stage to
play with his idol. I pointed out
that the club was pretty much a
"blacks only" affair, but it didn't
seem to deter Petie; he said he'd
find a way."
"Well...did he?", I asked
anxiously.
"It appears that what hap-
pened is that Petie covered him-
self with black shoe polish,
grabbed his guitar and headed to
this club to see Sonny Boy Wil-
liams. Of course, he was forced to
use the busses and washrooms for
coloureds and was terrified some-
one he knew might recognize
him. By the time he arrived at the
club he was a nervous wreck and,
when he finally got up the nerve
to plug his guitar into an amp
onstage, he was shaking like a
leaf. Here was this tubby white
kid with a runny nose, pretending
to be black, about to try and play
the blues to a packed house'. It
was ludicrous. 8ut..."
"Don't tell me, don't tell me",
I interrupted. "Mr. Botha let loose
with a walloping riff and go? that
club hopping!"
"Are you crazy?" Billy asked
with bugged eyes. "They booted
his white ass out of that club so
fast, he never even got his guitar
unplugged. Those people wanted
to take him out and lynch him
with the strap of his Les Paul gui-
tar. The only thing stopping them
was this little black busboy
named Desie Tutu who got him
out of there before it was too
late."
"Geez...Mr. Botha must've
been peeved."
"I*ll say...", replied Billy.
"From that day forward, Petie
swore vengeance on all blacks for
laughing ai his guitar playing. He
said he would uphold the govern-
ment's policy of apartheid as well
as banning all political
demonstrations and implementing
stringent restrictions on the press.
At the time, I thought it was just
wishful thinking but...just look at
us now." He smiled broadly and
stared lovingly at the framed
portrait of his boyhood friend that
sits on his desk.
"One last question, sir..."
"Yes, son?"
" \s a guitar player, how was
Mr. Botha, reallyV I asked quiet-
ly-
Billy Botha pondered the
question for a moment, looked up
at the eager young journalist and
reported: "Shitty. Really shitty." ?
South African Pres.
P.W. Botha
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CPRail —"Customer-driven transportation services"
CP Rail is one of the most suceessful and innovative transportation companies in the world.
We're a recognized leader in adapting advanced technology to
transportation problems and in developing marketing strategies in
partnership with customers tp respond to North American and rtJwm
international competitive challenges. - jjy/ #
As Canada'r largest privately-owned railway, we strive to
meet our commitment to customer service and to growth €|
The key to CP Rail's success is people. The CP Rail of 112 S
the future will be run by university graduates who are ; .|, | Tx '
willing to accept the exciting challenges of transportation. j r - ■ >
We're looking for top-notch people with business f-M jtr* jf ■"''
degrees who want to meet the challenge by joining our |lf .1 . IJ|?£
Why not discuss your career opportunities with sSjj}', ■,> lN\
one of our representatives? We welcome applications . JP\ 'v Jj| "fl
from those designated under the Employment Equity ... .
DsmUEh jm BB Michael Cote, Director Andrew VC ight Joanne T horburn™
Chemicals & Petroleum Products Marketing Representative Marketing Representative "
.
..
. MBA Concordia - 1981 Chemicals & Petroleum Products Chemicals & Petroleum Products
' • MBA Concordia - 198V BBA Bishop's - 1984
We will be on campus October 21st. For further information please contact your placement office.
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from beginner to I f\" i .1 XX [Post. Package...
The Area's Largest Sporting Goods Retailer I / A
Welcomes Back All "LAURIER" Students
University Shops Plaza II T
170 University Ave. W., Suite 12
Waterloo N2L 3E9
niip CTfIDF 171? ATT TDI7C VISII US 10 DEI ERMINE WIIAT OURUUKM UKiL b EA 1 UKLS STATE-OF-THE-ART SERVICE CAN DO FOR YOU
HOCKEY - GOLF - FOOTWEAR - APPAREL
BASEBALL - TENNIS - SQUASH - AND MORE
1 pOSf Package
WE SELL QUALITY BRAND NAMES
BAUER - COOPER - CCM - ADTDA T7nn + Post/Overnight Shipping Services- IZUD + Mail Box Rental / Call-in Reception
NIKE - WILSON - HEAD - AJIA - SLAZENGER 4- Shipping Supplies
—— (Boxes, Packaging Materials)
VISIT OUR LARGE + Custom Parcelling and Packaging
LAURIER SOUVENIR SECTION y
JACKETS - SWEAT 'SHIRTS & PANTS - JAMMERS iftS^
GOLF SHIRTS - T-SHIRTS - KANGAROOS
VARIOUS COLORS h DESIGNS TO CHOOSE FROM +Oomplete Secretarial Assistance
- FAX Worldwide
- Word Processing
INQUIRE ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PRICES ON FLOOR SHIRTS AND UNIFORMS " Typing q\q <
GUSMAUE <2U& + Student Office Services Ifrom beginner to pro " Typin3
CORNER OF KING AND UNIVERSITY, WATERLOO #86-0810 - Resumes XT . &
DISCOUNT NOT VALID ON SALE ITEMS MUST PROVIDE STUDENT 1.D.1 . Term Papers / tS$
CORNER KING AND UNIVERSITY, WATERLOO. 886-0810 Jr
SPORTS
Lady Hawks Unleash Vaunted Attack to Vault into Second
By Joe Iannandrea
Football /
1. St Mary's 6. Guelph
2. Western r ' 7. LAURIER
3.McGill / B.UBC
4. Bishops 9. Calgary
5. Saskatchewan 10.Queens
Soccer
1. Toronto 6. New Brunswick
2. Western 7. Lauren tian
3. McGill 8. LAURIER
4. ÜBC 9. Victoria
5. Mt. Allison 10. Windsor
After opening with four con-
secutive games on the road, the
Wilfrid Laurier Lady Hawks
finally returned home this week
to entertain Laurier soccer fans.
The Ladies brought their
OWIAA season record to 4-2
with a series of four games
played over the past two weeks.
After rocketing to a 4-0 victory
over Brock, they dropped a 2-1
decision to McMaster, but came
back by shutting out Guelph 2-0,
then taking Windsor out 2-1.
Laurier 4 Brock 0
In the September 21 game
against Brock, the Lady Hawks
opened up early when Tania
Rusynyk scored on a penalty shot
less than two minutes into the
game. Laurier never looked back
as Cheryl Lind, Kathleen Doyle,
and Anke Richter all added to the
lead. Goaltender Trish Kleist held
off the Badgers, earning her well-
deserved second shutout of the
year.
McMaster 2 Laurier 1
The team then travelled to
McMaster on September 25,
where they put on their poorest
performance of the season. The
Mac women scored the only goal
of the first half. Tania Rusynyk
responded in the second half to
tie the score. It was not enough,
though, as the Marauders
responded with another goal, and
held on to their lead to hand the
Laurier squad their second defeat
of the season.
Laurier 2 Guelph 0
After tour games on the road,
the ladie§ finally came home to
the friendly" confines of Bechtel
Park, hosting Guelph in their
home season opener. Although
Laurier appeared to dominate in
the opening minutes, the
Gryphons soon took control of
the game, resulting in numerous
scoring opportunities. The first
came when Guelph was awarded
an indirect free kick, and an ensu-
ing shot resulted in a loose ball in
front of the Laurier net; it was
cleared away before Guelph
could take advantage. Minutes
later keeper Kleist nearly lost the
handle on a shot that came off a
corner kick. She quickly covered
up, though, and soon after,
stopped another shot with a spec-
tacular diving save.
The Lady Hawks then took
over, bringing the ball to the
other end of the field. Cheryl
Lind took a pass from the
sideline, and from the corner of
the 18 yard box, put the ball
beyond the reach of the Guelph
keeper and into the far corner of
the net.
Laurier took their 1-0 lead
into the second half, where, for
the most part, they dominated
play. However, neither team was
able to put any more points on the
board until the final minutes
when Tania Rusynyk broke from
half with two Gryphon defenders
racing alongside. As she ap-
proached the goal, she made a
perfect cross field pass to Nancy
Mustard, who wasted no time in
blasting the ball into the back of
the open net which was gaping
before her.
The Gryphons made a last
ditch attempt to put points on the
board, resulting in a crazed
scramble in front of the Laurier
goal. Almost miraculously the
ball never went in, and was
cleared away just as the final
whistle blew, giving the Lady
Hawks their third victory, and
Trish Kleist, her third shut out of
the season.
Laurier 2 Windsor 1
The final game of a busy
week saw the Ladies resume their
road trip after a short stint at
home, with an October 2 date in
Windsor. The first half ended
scoreless.
Not happy with the fact that
his team's best scoring chance
came when Windsor's goalkeeper
mishandled a pass and nearly
scored on herself, Laurier coach
Syed Mohammed tried to fire his
team up with a half time pep talk.
Lisa Fee responded with a
series of breakaways. She was
turned away on her first three
tries, but scored on the fourth to
give Laurier the lead. About 15
minutes later, however, the game
was tied again, when a Windsor
attacker, dribbling the ball near
the Laurier goal, lured the keeper
away from the net and then
scored.
The winning goal came when
the Windsor keeper misjudged a
shot by Loreen Paulo, believing it
was wide. The ball hit the left
goal post and went in, giving
Laurier the lead for good.
Joe's Jottings
The Lady Hawks are now half
way through their season, and
have posted a 4-2 record. Having
played every team in the OWIAA
once, they have shown that there
is not a team they cannot beat.
Both losses were,by only one
goal, and the loss to Western's
Lady Mustangs was one which
Laurier clearly dominated despite
the 1-0 defeat. Three of their four
victories have been shut outs, and
for what it's worth, five of their
remaining six regular season
games are at home. The Lady
Hawks look to be serious con-
tenders for the OWIAA
Championships.
Just try and take the ball away from me!! The Guelph Gryphons tried to do just that all afternoon
against the Lady Hawks, but were unable to capitalize on any of their opportunities, as Laurier out-
lasted their Royal City opponents, 2-0.
Syed Mohammed, second year coach of the Lady Hawks, has taken a young team and turned them
into championship material. ~Cord Photos by Raoul Treadway
Weekend Hawkey Action Sees
New Players Make Debuts
By Brian Owen
Last weekend, the Wilfrid
Laurier Hawkey Hawks travelled
to the University of Western
Ontario to take part in the pre-
season Western Ontario Classic
tournament.
The Classic is a four team
tourney that has traditionally pro-
vided a good warm-up for the
Hawks, while allowing Coach
Wayne Gowing a solid look at his
rookie corps. It also gives the
returning veterans a chance to get
into game-playing condition.
On Saturday, Laurier won
their first game, edging the Con-
cordia Stingers, 6-5. Mike
Maurice had a strong game, find-
ing the net four times. Greg
Puhalski and former Waterloo
Siskin, Dan Rintche, also tallied
for the Hawks. Unfortunately, the
Hawks lost veteran defenceman
Dan Marsden during the game
with a broken ankle.
On Sunday, the Hawks lost in
overtime to the host Mustangs, 6-
5. Goal scorers were Maurice
with two, Puhalski, Steve Cote,
Rintche, and Larry Ruccin adding
singles.
Prospects for this season: With
the loss of last year's team
nucleus of Eric Calder, Doug
Marsden, Dave Aitcheson, Bob
Dean and Scott McCulloch,
coach Gowing is hopeful he can
find solid replacements for the
upcoming season.
Gowing admits that players of
Calder's and Marsden's calibre
and experience do not come
around very often, and are dif-
ficult to replace. He is optimistic
about having a contending squad,
though.
Returning forwards Greg
Puhalski, Brad Sparkes and
Stephen Cote will add stability
and scoring power to a relatively
young group of forwards. Defen-
cemen Bill Loshaw, Dan
Marsden and Brent Bywater are
back for another season, and are
expected to anchor the blueline.
Chris Luscombe and Rob Dopson
return to share the duties between
the pipes.
Newcomers Dan Rintche,
who spent last season with the
Waterloo Siskens and was the
league's top scorer, and Mike
Maurice, a former International
League player, should provide
some scoring punch up front. An-
other former Sisken, Larry Ruc-
cin, will help on the blue line.
The loss of veteran players such as Doug Marsden, CIAU All-Star Eric Calder and defencemen
Bob Dean will leave several holes in the Hawk starting lineup this season.
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WLUSU Bookkeeper Cynthia Hargrove (left)
bares her assets at KW 's Octoberfest body
building competition held last Saturday at Uni-
versity of Waterloo in the Humanities Theatre.
Hargrove placed fourth in the lightweight
womens class. "I'll murder them (next year)"
said Hargrove, who celebrates her birthday
today.
Daniel Smith III (below) was the guest poser for
the competition. We wonder who kicked the
sand in his face at the beach...
HawksoftheWeek
Midfielder Daniella Av-
ramovic, from Burlington, played
strong games in both Lady Hawk
victories this past week. In her
second year, Daniella's experi-
ence in the mid-field will help
greatly.
Jon Graft! (Football)
Fourth year linebacker Jon
Graffi collected two interceptions
in Saturday's win against Wind-
sor. Graffi, out of Sl Catherines,
led the Golden Hawk defense to
one of their best games, not al-
lowing a touchdown.Daniella Avramovic (Soccer)
Lobsand Smashes:
Tennis team takes matchesfrom Brock
in Invitational Laurier Tournament
By Shelley Burns
Over this past weekend, the WLU
Lady Hawk tennis team hosted the an-
nual Laurier Invitational Tournament at
Northfield Racquet Courts.
The ladies picked up their first vic-
tories of the season at the tourney, win-
ning two singles and two doubles
matches against the Brock Badgers.
Monica Heindrich, the number 5 seeded
Lady Hawk, and Cathy Graham each
won their singles matches against Brock
opponents, while two of the Badgers five
duos fell to Hawk tandems. Nadine
Scherberger and Jane Barnett, along with
the team of Carolyn Bachand and
Michelle Evraire were able to go home
victorious.
Heindrich also had a close match in a
singles encounter against York, as she
took the match to three sets, before
losing the final set 6-3. The excitement
did not stop there, as Bachand and Ev-
raire played a close doubles match with
York, losing a tie-breaking game.
Overall, McMaster took the
championship ranking with 24 points.
York finished second with 12 points,
while Brock chalked up 5 points to place
just ahead of the Lady Hawks, who had
4 points.
The Laurier squad put up a valiant
effort against some of the better teams in
the OWIAA, and were well-rewarded
with their first victories in the young sea-
son. As coach Dennis Huss explained:
"They were very, very close with some
of the better teams. The team is progress-
ing well for a very young group consist-
ing mainly of first and second year stu-
dents."
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! UNIVERSITY SHOPS
i PLAZA" Sat. 9lo S
160University Ave. W., Waterloo
886-0711
beside University of Waterloo' !
lEFFEC TIVENESS A lhr« part series: ||
5 WED. OCT 12 11:30-12:20
I R WED OCT 1911:30-12:30
Q A WED OCT26 11:30-12:30
| ROOM 4-110
N LEADERS: JULIE HARVEY, M.S.W.
GAIL PATERSON-TOWNSEND
N
G ...FOR WOMEN
TAKE CHARGE OFYOUR LIFE!
LEARN WAYS TO OVERCOME TRADITIONAL FEMALE
PASSIVITY AND DEPENDANCE, WITHOUT WOORYING THAT
YOU'RE "UNFEMININE" WHEN YOU SPEAK UP FOR YOUR
RIGHTS,
DISCOVER THAT LIFE IS MUCH MORE FUN WHEN YOU QUIT
SPENDING SO MUCH TIME LIVING FOR OTHERS.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL JUDITH AT EXT. 2338
Hawks Pick Off Gridiron
Victory over Host Lancers
By Scott Morgan
Wilfrid Laurier's football
Golden Hawks improved their
regular season record to 3-1 with
a 19-7 victory over the hard-
hitting Windsor Lancers on Satur-
day.
The Hawks, ranked seventh in
the nation before the game,
played outstanding on defence,
taking four interceptions away
from the Lancer offence. They
also received 13 points on four
field goals and a convert from
Steve Rainey to rebound from its
only loss of the season against
Western the week before.
Defejisively, the Hawks
played an excellent game against
the Windsor rushing attack, limit-
ing Chris Porter, the Lancer's
leading rusher to just 82 yards on
17 carries. Coach Rich New-
brough had nothing but accolades
for the defence. "The defence is
just playing super", he com-
mented.
Fourth year linebacker Jon
Graffi led the defensive charge.
An all-Canadian candidate, Graffi
picked off two Windsor passes on
Saturday and ran one back 37
yards. Geoff Belanger and John
Tavares added steals of their own,
as the Hawks allowed only 229
net yards.
Both teams played rock-em,
sock-em old fashioned football,
but WLU's defence prevented
Windsor from scoring any touch-
downs. The Lancers only
managed two field goals, and a «
punt single.
Laurier led 10-6 at halftime
after scoring a second quarter TD
on a 12 yard pass from Rod Philp
to slotback Doug Reid, and get-
ting a 25 yard Rainey field goal
with 42 seconds left in the first
half. The Hawks started the field
goal drive on their own 35 yard
line, using an efficient "hurry-up"
offence.
In the third quarter, Laurier
had the wind at their backs, but
the rain, a couple of penalties and
dropped passes prevented the
Hawks from stretching their lead.
Rainey scored his other three
field goals in against the wind in
the fourth quarter.
The statistical story showed
the Hawks pick up 315 yards with
a balanced offensive attack. Philp
completed 16 of 26 passes for
179 yards, and one interception.
Joe Nastasiuk, the second leading
receiver in the OUAA, had four
catches for 73 yards. On the
ground, Gerritsen and Andy Cec-
chini added 108 yards on 23 car-
ries.
Rainey, in his fourth year,
was the outstanding offensive
player of the game. His four field
goals on Saturday gives him 33
for his career, and places him just
four shy of breaking the WLU
record set by Jerry Guyles be-
tween 1975 and 1979.
Rainey could break the record
tonight against the University of
Guelph, but his status is unknown
because of a possible stress frac-
ture in his non-kicking leg. If
Rainey cannot play, then veteran
Luc Gerritsen, who did the WLU
kicking chores in his first year in
1984, will handle the place-
kicking duties.
Despite the stellar per-
formances in other areas, New-
brough would like to see im-
provement from his specialty
teams, though. Punter lan Mack-
enzie has struggled for con-
sistency and no has broken
a long punt return all season.
Consequently, the Hawks are
losing yards on punting ex-
changes, thus putting more pres-
sure on the offence to regain
these yards.
In Guelph, tonight, a large
crowd is expected to watch an
important match between the
Hawks and the 4-0 Gryphons.
Laurier will be wearing its yellow
'home jerseys' as they did in
Windsor because their popular
purple jerseys that they usually
wear on the road, along with
some other equipment was stolen
from the practice lockers early
Saturday morning.
The Gryphons have a high
powered offence led by quarter-
back Mike Shoemaker, who is
currently completing 70% of his
pass attempts, and running back,
Tom Newbigging. Shoemaker is
also a very capable scrambler if
forced out of the pocket. Guelph
will be looking for revenge from
last year's Yates Cup loss to
Laurier, and will play a tough,
hard-hitting game, as they always
do.
The Point After: The Hawks
will need to continue playing ex-
cellent defence, and put pressure
on Shoemaker. Dave Cumber is
out with a rib injury, though. Of-
fensively, the Hawks will want to
control the ball with long drives
so as to keep the ball away from
Guelph's vaunted offense. This
means playing mistake-free foot-
ball. With the hopes of finishing
in first place still alive, the
Hawks have the needed motiva-
tion to go for the victory.
Note: The Hawks play the cross-
town rival University of Waterloo
Warriors, next Saturday October
15, at Seagram Stadium.
The coaching staff confers on the stellar defensive effort put forth by the Golden Hawk squad
against Windsor on Saturday. Gary Jeffries' charges picked off four interceptions to end several
Lancer scoring drives, as the Hawks upped their record to 3-1, good for second place behind the un-
defeated Guelph Gryphons and Western Mustangs.
Lacrosse Club Sticks it to Waterloo,
By Paul Tonin
After a close 17-16 loss at the hands
of McMaster on September 25, the
Laurier Lacrosse Club bounced back to
open the month of October, crushing
Waterloo 12-6.
Against the Marauders, Laurier was
hamstrung by the loss of their regular
goaltender. Rob Brown played well as
substitute goalie, as the Club simply fell
one goal short. Leading the attack
against Mac was Chris Kerho with five
goals. Pat Hamilton and Steve Graper
both added hat tricks, while Kevin Par-
chment chipped in with a deuce. Jeff
Lovell, Gord Chalk, and Bob Warwick
all added one goal each.
However, the Laurier Club
rebounded in full force against Waterloo.
Kerho once again led the Laurier attack
with three goals. Parchment and lan
Kobelak chipped in with two markers
each, while Pat Hamilton, Bob Lafrance,
Steve Graper, Rob Brown and Brian
McKenne all added singles.
With three regular season games
remaining, Laurier heads into the
Thanksgiving break with a 2-1 record.
The Club's next action is at Guelph on
October 16. Laurier's final two games
are at home, against Brock on October
23 and finishing off the season with
Western on October 30. Anyone wishing
to obtain additional information should
call 746-0123.
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1 Make it a Halloween party you won't forget! \V We have all you need for disguise: makeup, wigs )
/ and warts. Costume sales only. /
\ PHONE # 746-1484 ?OUr?
„
)
\ Regular 9:30 to 5:30 )
I Extented Oct. 21-29 \I 9:30 - 8:00pm J
(
. )
( THEATRICAL SUPPLIES /
; I 46 Pnnccss St. E Waterloo \
(aSfe* Do you expect
9et da'l'eS
The 1988-89 edition of the Student Directory
(yet another one of yourJreebies from Student Publica-
tions) will be coming out soon, but we need your help! Wefneed to know every full-time Laurier student's local ad-
dress and phone number. |
■ t '■ -, . ..
If the Registrar's Office doesn't have your correct
address or phone number, no-one is going to call or visit . |
you all year. Remember that cute guy with the tight buns <
you met at the keg party on Saturday? He won't know |
where he should send tne traditional "follow-up flowers"! I
And guys, you want to make sure that eveiy chick at WLU
has your number In her very own black book (even though
you're one in three thousand)'. ' ! • R<
I & ;
So don't delayl Operators are standing by in the Info
Centre waiting to take your call or personal visit. They will
help if you have one of the following problems:
1) Local information is incorrect or non-existant %
2) You do not wish to have your address and/or phone $
number published (as people who borrow a lot of money j
often request)
3) You are lonely and just wanted to talk to a cheery
face. V ;
- ' ' rf
In order to get the Directory to you faster, we
must have this information by Friday, October 7 at 4:00.
If you have any questions or concerns, call our toll-free
Directory Hotline, 884-2990. It's toll free (in the Waterloo
area. Ask for Cori or another person else who knows what
'
they are talking about. Don't delay! Call now!
-r— J]
RugbyHawksOvercome theBlues
By Serge Grenier
On a gorgeous Saturday
afternoon at Lexington Park, the
Rugby Hawks split their contests
with the Toronto Blues; the host
varsity side won 13-9 while the
club side fell by a 15-7scone.
Laurier 13 Toronto 9 -
The Varsity Hawks received
diversified scoring on the day,
with left wing Dan Howe and
hooker Jamie Dol each scoring
tries. Full back lan Allison was
the game's kicking star by con-
tributing a conversion and a pen-
alty goal to the Laurier effort.
On the club side, the day was
not as successful, as WLU sur-
rendered a try on a breakaway in
the first half giving the Blues
control of the game's pace and a
?-3 lead. Eric Clarke had earlier
tied the score at 3-3 with a penal-
ty goal. 7 . ,
In the second half, the Hawks
persistently drove downfield and
were rewarded by a try by right
wing Jan Krizan. The conversion
attempt was unsuccessful,
though, and the Blues were able
to hang cm for the victory.
Waterloo 7 Laurier 3
Earlier in the week, the
Hawks were entertained by their
down-the-street neighbours, the
Waterloo Warriors. The Varsity
squad suffered a tough defeat,
falling to their hosts 7-3 in a low-
scoring affair. Once again the
Hawks had trouble scoring. Kick-
er lan Allison contributed the
only points, converting on a pen-
alty.
The next two weeks will see
the Rugby Hawks play on their
own turf. This Saturday they will
play host to the Brock Badgers
and the following Saturday they
will challenge the Waterloo War-
riors. Both games are scheduled
for 1:00p.m.
Now this is what I call real togetherness!! The Rugby Hawks "tried" very hard this past week to
"convert" scoring opportunities such as this one against the Waterloo Warriors. The Hawks lost to
the Warriors, but rebounded to defeat the Toronto Varsity Blues. Cord Photos by Brian Craig.
Fonthill Hosts Best Golfers
in OUAA Semi-Final Match
Special to the Cord
It was a golfer's paradise iast Thursday and Friday at the Lookout
Point Golf Course in Fonthill, as the best amateur university golfers
in the province gathered for the OUAA semi-finals.
The Laurier contingent of Steve Koblynik, Mark Walker, David
Holle, Paul Halyk and Tim Dilworth contested for the team title
against nine other universities from southern and southwestern
Ontario. The overall champion over the two day tourney was Queen's
with a cumulative total of 624, followed closely by the University of
Guelph with 630, and University of Toronto whose players totalled
631. ' • ' -• • ...■<* ,r
Laurier finished in eighth place, an average of 11 strokes per gol-
fer off the pace, at 679. Koblynik led the Hawk charges, with a 163
total over 36 holes. That score was enough to tie him for 15th place
with four other golfers in the individual rankings. Walker and Dil-
worth chalked up 171 scores, while Holle totalled 178 and Halyk
came in at 181 to finish out the Hawk tallies.
The individual title was copped by Queen's F. Dixon, as he col-
lected a 78 and a 74, to lead the pack with a 152 total, eight over par.
Trev Scott of Guelph and Dave Woods of Toronto each finished at 10
over 154, to tie for second.
The OUAA finals will be held on October 12 and 13 at West-
mount Golf and Country Club. Unfortunately, only the top five teams
qualify for this confrontation, and because ofLaurier's disappointing
finish, the team will not be eligible for further competition. .
'
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XXIV Olympiad in Seoul finishes -- the Legacy Lives On
US/USSR Compete Together, but Canada Steals the Show
By Dave Agnew
The Olympic Games have
ended. The "blame game" is only
beginning.
- In the aftermath of the shock-
ing disqualification of Canada's
Ben Johnson from the Olympics,
due to a positive steroid test, the
question on most Canadians'
minds was, "Why, Ben?". Per-
haps we should instead be asking,
"Who?" and "How?".
There is little doubt the
steroids were in Ben's body long
before the gun went off. The
"spiked drink" theory is absurd
and the chances that the highly
sophisticated and accurate testing
equipment was wrong are next to
nil. Either Johnson was knowing-
ly using the banned substance
stanozolol, or someone from his
entourage (read: Dr. Mario
Astaphan or Charlie Francis) was
administering the drugs.
Astaphan and Francis have
long been reputed to be highly
knowledgeable advocates of
steroid use and several athletes
formerly under their care have
come forward with incriminating
evidence. They stood to gain
healthy cuts of Big Ben's vast
marketing potential that would
accompany a gold medal per-
formance. Johnson was regularly
givenmineral injections and other
treatments to help him recover
X. fc'
from his injury. He trusted those
around him. He would not have
known he was being injected
with steroids unless somebody
told him. Apparently, nobody did.
Hopefully, in the weeks and
months ahead the truth will
emerge. In the meantime, let's
not condemn a man who, at
worst, cheated in a foot-race and,
at best, was a victim of pressure,
greed and deceit.
Unfortunately, the Johnson af-
fair stole the limelight from some
of Canada's other Olympians.
Carolyn Waldo led the way with
a pair of synchronized-swimming
gold medals: one in the solo com-
petition and one in the duets, with
partner Michelle Cameron. In the
ring, Kitchener's Lennox Lewis
brawled his way to the gold in the
super-heavyweight boxing divi-
sion, while teammates Egerton
Marcus and Ray Downey earned
silver and bronze medals respec-
tively.
Canada's swim team did not
fare as well as they did at the Los
Angeles games, but that was to be
expected with the increased com-
petition from the Eastern Bloc na-
tions. The men's 4xloo medley
relay team, consisting of Mark
Tewksbury, Victor Davis, Tom
Ponting and Sandy Goss, swam
an excellent race to capture the
silver medal. Their female
counterparts, Lori Melien, Al-
lison Higson, Jane Kerr and
Andrea Nugent, won the bronze.
The equestrian events proved
to be a disappointment for Cana-
da as lan Miller and his horse,
Big Ben, failed to place in the
medals. However, we did manage
a bronze medal with fine per-
formances from the Dressage
team of Cindy Ishoy, Ashley
Nicoll, Eva-Maria Pracht and
Gina Smith. Canadian yachtsmen
Frank McLaughlin and John Mil-
len also teamed up for a bronze.
Probably the gutsiest and
most satisfying achievement of
Canada's athletes was that of
Dave Steen. Steen, who ran his
heart out in the final event of the
decathlon (the 1500 m race) to
win the bronze medal, has been
the top Canadian in this event fbr
as long as I can remember, but
until now he had had very limited
success internationally.. His sur-
prise bronze medal is a tribute to
his dedication and hard work.
Athletes such as gymnast
Curtis Hibbert, canoeist Larry
Cain and runner Lynn Williams,
to name just a few, also trained
long and hard, but were not
fortunate enough to take home
medals. They gave their best and
this is all we could ask of them. It
is too bad Mark McKoy and some
of the other members of the track
and field delegation did not have
the courage to continue on in the
face of adversity, following the
steroid scandal.
The Seoul Olympics had its
share of memorable athletic per-
formers, such as Matt Biondi,
Kristin Otto, Vladimir Artemov
and Greg Louganis. There was
questionable officiating, especial-
ly in the boxing competition.
There were political demonstra-
tions as students rioted and North
Korea boycotted the Games.
There were drug scandals with, of
course, Ben Johnson in the fore-
front
Despite all the controversy,
the Olympic flame will once
again burn brightly in the Games
to come. The politics of Hitler,
the tragedy of Munich and the
mass boycotts of Moscow and
Los Angeles did little to dampen
the Olympic spirit and there is no
reason to think that the 1988
Olympics were any different.
Four years from now all will
be forgiven, if not forgotten, and
Canadians will once again cheer
on our newest heroes.
Pure Canadian Gold
Carolyn Waldo, Individual Syn-
chronized Swimming >■■■■':
Carolyn Waldo and Michelle
Cameron, Pairs Synchronized
Swimming
Lennox Lewis, Super-
heavyweight Division, Boxing
Soccer Hawks Shut Out on Road Trip
By Stephan Latour
The past weekend's action
closed the door (hopefully
temporarily) on the fast start of
the Laurier Soccer Hawks. One
has to dig into the archives of
1985 to find two consecutive
losses for the soccer Hawks. But
now the Hawks' latest action can
be added to the list, as they
dropped a pair of 1-0 matches to
Windsor and Western.
Western 1 Laurier 0
As the Hawks laced up their
cleats against the Western team,
the veteran's boots remained un-
touched. The heretofore mag-
nificent midfield was decimated
by injuries. The only exceptions
to the plague of injuries that have
hit the Hawks lately were Frank
Anagnostopolous and Roy
Abraham.
Despite the loss of several
starters, though, the Hawks
managed to step onto the pitch at
Western, and control 60-70% of
the play. The return of Peter Gil-
filian from the C.Si's Hamilton
Steelers, and the strong play of
Joe Formica kept the Mustang of-
fence sputtering in the first half,
as Western managed only two
shots on goal.
Yet, in the second half, West-
ern required only one opportunity
to conquer the Hawk opposition.
A foolish play on Laurier's left
defence allowed the Mustangs to
storm in on goalie Uwe Kraemer,
who, despite a magnificent effort,
could not prevent the shot from
being converted for the lone goal
pf the afternoon.
Laurier was considerably
shaken by the defeat, and Coach
Barry Lyon certainly did not en-
joy losing against the Mustangs.
Last week, the freshmen were
praised, but that praise resulted
from confrontations with the low-
ly Ryerson Rams and Guelph
Gryphons. This week, the tide
turned quickly, as Lyon noted
that "some of them [the rookies]
were out to lunch."
Windsor 1 Laurier 0
Nevertheless, Lyon and the
troops regrouped and on the fol-
lowing day, the Hawks travelled
to Windsor. As had happened in
London, Laurier opened strongly.
But the Lancers were able to ab-
sorb the early pressure, and
respond with an offensive ons-
laught of their own.
In the 27th minute, a Lancer
was brought down in the 18 yard
box. Fortunately, the following
penalty kick was blasted over the
cross bar. The Lancers continued
to press for the next five minutes,
bewildering the Hawk defence,
and bringing panic to the ranks.
However, goaltender Derek Zapp
made two incredible saves to
keep the Lancer side off the
scoreboard.
On a positive note, though,
the Hawks responded to the pres-
sure with offensive attacks of
their own. Anagnostopolous
worked his midfield magic, but
several chances were thwarted.
As well, the ailing Roy Abraham
put a dig just over the crossbar,
while Mike Cheravety was
brought down in the box, al-
though the penalty call never
came.
The Lancer marker was
notched as the left wing again
showed its weakness. In attempt-
ing a foolish tackle, a Hawk de-
fender was deked by the Windsor
attacker, leaving the Lancers on a
breakaway. A diving header by
Peter Pointero in the 82nd minute
was all that was needed for the
Lancers to go home victorious.
Soccer Headers
Overall, the weekend was a
disappointing one for the Hawks.
But the future should be brighter.
After yesterday's game against
McMaster, the Hawks enjoy a ten
day respite from action, followed
by a series of home games which
, include matches against Western
and Windsor.
The team should be able to
bounce back from its weekend
setbacks, though. The return of
several injured veterans, the ar-
rival of Lyndon Hooper from the
Canadian national camp, and the
continued acclimatization of the
rookies to the OUAA game
should produce well-cjeserved
victories.
Peter Gilfillan made a timely
return from the C.S.L.
Oh Grand Vizar ofKnowledge
Please Ask Us Some Questions
By Dave Agnew
i
QUESTIONS:
1. Whom did the Toronto Argonauts receive from Calgary in the
Doug Landry trade?
2. Where do the Edmonton Eskimos play their home games?
3. Dave Stieb recently lost no-hitters in the ninth inning in two con-
secutive starts. Who is the only pitcher to ever pitch back-to-back no-
hitters?
4. How many seasons did Guy Lafleur play for the Montreal
Canadiens?
5. Who is the manager of the Cleveland Indians?
6. Orel Hershiser, of the Los Angeles Dodgers, recendy broke the
major league record for pitching consecutive scoreless innings. How
many innings did he pitch without giving up a run and whose record
did he break? • <
7. What country won the silver medal in the men's Olympic basket-
ball tournament?
8. Who was the first player chosen in the 1986 NHL junior draft?
9. Who won the gold medal in the Olympic soccer competition?
10. What baseball player came second to Mark McGwire in last
year's American League rookie-of-the-year voting?
ANSWERS:
1.HaroldHallman
2.CommonwealthStadium
3.JohnnyVanderMeer
4.14
5.DocEdwards
6.59innings;DonDrysdale
7.Yugoslavia
8.Buffalo'sPierreTurgeon
9.TheSovietUnion
10.KevinSeitzer
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WhoWouldaThunkIt?
By Stinky
Did you ever wonder why some people claim that the Toronto
Sun is a lousy paper, yet it always gets the exclusive on big stories
such as the Ben Johnson interview?
Everyone will remember Ben Johnson's escapades at the
Olympics, but will anyone remember the heroics of one of the mem-
bers of Canada's sailing contingent who saved a competitor from
drowning, at the expense of a potential silver medal? (see, I can't
even remember his name)
Were you aware that Ron Maclean of Hockey Night in Canada
and Olympic broadcast fame used to have our own Judy White of the
Internship Office as a babysitter?
If Guy Lafleur can make the New York Rangers as their third best
right-winger, what does that say about the depth of the Ranger farm
system, and all of Phil Esposito's trades in the past few years?
After Dave Stieb's two almost-no hitters, do you get the impres-
sion that someone upstairs does not want Dave to fulfill the prophecy
he set forth in his book, Someday I'll be Perfect.
Have you ever wondered why they package hotdogs that you can
eat at the ballpark in packs of 12, but the buns in packs of eight.
The word is that Wayne Gretzky does not really enjoy flying. If
that is the case, why did he agree to be traded to the NHL team which
will accumulate the most flying hours of any every season?
Who really cares if Harold Ballard's live-in playmate adopts his
last name, or not?
Did you ever stop to consider why WLU does not have a water
polo team? We certainly have the water.
Has anyone calculated just how much sports has been available on
television this year — Winter Olympics, Summer Olympics, World
Series and Pennant playoffs, Stanley Cup playoffs, NBA Playoffs,
NCAA Basketball, World Snooker Championships, Australian Rules
Football, golf and world championship wrist wrestling to illuminate
only the highlights?
Can anyone tell me exactly what the golf term is for holing out on
a par 5 hole in only 2 strokes?
Did you ever notice that Jay Schroeder, now of the L.A. Raiders,
is only good at a sport for about a year? He was a good catcher in the
Jays chain for around 365 days, and he starred with the Washington
Redskins for a little over a year, after deciding it was easier to throw
balls than it was to catch them.
I wonder if the Dundas Motts Clamatos Senior hockey team is
being paid by the Toronto Maple Leafs to take disgruntled players off
their hands? After all, at least three ex-Leafs play for the squad —
Stan Weir, Don Edwards, and Rocky Saganiuk.
SCOREBOARD
OUAA Football
Results:
October 1
LAURIER 19, Windsor 7
Guelph 23, McMaster 14
Western 29, Toronto 7
York 20, Waterloo 19
Upcoming Games:
LAURIER at Guelph (October 6 )
Waterloo at LAURIER (October 15)
OUAA Rugby
Results:
September 28
Brock 13, Toronto 12
Waterloo 7, LAURIER3
Trent 13, RMC 8
October 1
Waterloo 18,Brock 6
LAURIER 13, Toronto 9
Trent 18.RMC 4
Upcoming Games:
Brock atLAURIER (October 8)
Waterloo at LAURIER (October 15)
OUAA Soccer
Results:
October 1
Windsor 3, Guelph 0
Weitem 1, LAURIERO
Brock 1, McMaster 0
Waterloo 0, Ryerson 0
October 2
Windsor 1,LAURIERO
Brock 3, Ryerson 2
OWIAA Soccer
Western 4, Guelph 1 ,
McMaster 4, Waterloo 1
Upcoming Games:
LAURIER at Waterloo (October 15]
Brock at LAURIER (October 16)
Results:
September 28
LAURIER 2, Guelph 0
September 30
Western 2, Waterloo 0
October 1
Guelph 2, Windsor 1
McMaster 4, Brock 2
October 2
McMaster 5, Waterloo 1
LAURIER 2, Windsor 1
Upcoming Games:
Waterloo at LAURIER (October 12)
Brock atLAURIER (October 16)
Western at LAURIER (October 19)
Runners Invade Guelph
Special to the Cord
They ran hard. They ran long (about
8 km). They ran, all ten of them, in the
Guelph Invitational Cross-Country that
was held in the Royal City on the
weekend.
Western emerged as team champions
on the day, while down-the-street neigh-
bours University of Waterloo came
home with silver medal honours. The
Laurier Cross-Country team placed 12th
out of the 13 competing teams.
As in the previous competition WLU
took part in at York, Adam Wellsted was
the pride of Laurier contingent, placing
77th, a respectable finish in the middle
of the pack. The Golden Hawks' second
best runner on the day was Brian Keast,
running in his first sanctioned race of the
year, and placing 91st.
The Guelph meet was the first one
this season where Laurier was able to
field a full squad of 10 runners. Other
notable finishes on the afternoon in-
cluded Roland Maechler, Tom Gosling
and Wayne Riley, who all placed in the
top 112 runners.
One hundred and forty six runners
took part in the race.
Next action for the cross-country
team sees the guys in action here in
Waterloo, as the Hawks host their annual
invitation run on October 22.
The Cord Weekly
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Team GP W L T F A Pis
Western 4 4 0 0 128 37 8
Guelph 4 4 0 0 125 47 8
LAURIER 4 3 1 0 76 56 6
Toronto 4 2 2 0 79 74 4
Windsor 4 1 3 0 52 65 2
McM«ter 4 1 3 0 74 109 2
York 4 1 3 0 43 111 2
Waterloo 4 0 4 0 36 114 0
Team
*
GP W L T F A Pts
Waterloo 4 4 0 0 73 9 8
Trent 4 4 0 0 62 34 8
LAURIER 4 2 2 0 48 43 4
Toronto 4 1 3 0 52 45 2
Brock 4 1 3 0 31 53 2
RMC 4 0 4 0 15 97 0
Team GP W L T F A Pu
Western 7 6 1 0 15 5 12
LAURIER 7 5 2 0 19 3 10
Wind.or 7 5 2 0 17 5 10
McMaiter 7 3 3 1 7 7 7
Brock 7 2 4 1 6 11 5
Waterloo 7 1 3 3 6 13 5
Guelph 7 1 4 2 4 14 4
Ryer»oo 7 1 5 1 6 22 3
Team GP W L T F A Pu
McMasier 6 5 1 0 20 8 10
Western 4 4 0 0 9 1 8
LAURIER 6 4 2 0 11 4 8
Waterloo 6 3 3 0 4 9 6
Guelph 5 2 3 0 611 4
Brock 5 1 4 0 8 13 2
Windsor 6 0 6 0 3 15 0
You don't have to 1
wait until you graduate
to earn good money.
Olsten can show you how to turn your
spare time into spare cash. We have a wide range [UKUM
of temporary jobs that are ideal for students. services
*
We'll help you find jobs that are right for we Know how to Help
your skills and your schedule.
Come to Olsten for top paying temporary
jobs. And make the most of your college years. 32 Duke street
Suite 200
\ Kitchener. Ontario NPH 2L7 /
IW4 The (listen Corporation KOK MF H\ 741-1190 jS
"
REMINDER
ill \ DAILY SPECIALS
Ml I IN OUR DINING ROOM
T 0)M°n . Tues. Wed. FREE Gourmet Soup
Lunch with any Meal valued at
$4.00
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT
Mon. evening Buy any Food item at regular
112 price and recieve a second
ivC» item of equal or less value
for half price
Tues. Evening 2 for 1 Hamburgers and
# T A Garlic Burgers
Wed. Evening FREE WINGS!
50% more with every
Single or Double Order.
Parkdale II Plaza, 465 Phillip St. Waterloo 884-0001
i THANKSGIVING DINNER >S I THANKSGIVING DINNER >
y SUNDAY OCT. 9/88 {ft 4:00 - 11:00 p.m. >
B 384 KING ST, N (SOUP OR SALAD) j
Y WATERLOO \0 747-0440 -TURKEYcf -ROAST POTATO j
Jj -STUFFING j
W -VEGETABLES I
H -CRANBERRY SAUCE \
Q -ROLL >
G -PUMPKIN PIE >
-COFFEE OR TEA >
cj *6.95 FOR STUDENTS J
n upon presentation of student ID £
g (Join us for Sunday Brunch 10:00-2:00 p.m.) J
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Ifelv'' PERSONALS NADINE: You better get TIM & DAN: What were K-W SYMPHONY needs FAST, accurate typist will COUSELLING SER-|P^!* Hans & Frans to pump those strrrrange noises I bright, articulate, dedi- type essays, theses, VICES: Writing
i BEANO: Thasa bi u you up. You puny! Don't heard coming from your cated telefundraisers. Part resumes, etc. Call Lyn at Workhsop, Section A, Part
awrigh, init? PHARMO drink too much Coke, it room last night? Are you time weekday evenings. 742-6583. 1. 7:00-8:30 pm, L234,
RFAII Y I'm a nractic- make y° u hair blondic to OK? 11 sounded like it Hourly wage plus incen- ACCURATE Word Pro TuC
'
°CL 1L
*E^omanCathohcfrom malch y° u personality! hurt, signed, a Concerned lives. Training provided. Effectivenes Training forSLmon 2n°d But you still cutie. Lotsa Floor-mate. Call Julie: 745-4711. — P«
Biz.student, Molson L., love'n stuff, Normy. ELVIS is alive at Euler. PART-TIME, flexible rates Call evenings, ip
I'that was last year and one COMMUNICATIONS She's caught in a trap and hours, sales and alterations Karin: 885-4984. ■ ' • 4 P -F r"
heck of a nice guy, really. CLUB: One Step Ahead. can't get out. Just call in men s formal wear
regis ,?"gns more in °
Dance? Our first get together is 884-CANPY. store. Call Mrs. Stenton: QUALIFIED Typist: Dou- call
ext - 2338-
I TODAY!! Come up to the CYNTHIA: Your 579-5420. ble spaced essays $1.20 BACCHUS Alcohol|ARE you distressed by a willison Lounge in the birthday, eh? Watch the WANTED- Volunteers for per page ' WiH C°rreCt Awareness Week: Keeppossible pregnancy? Tufret for §ome izza and Turrel scrccn loni hl wiu u spelhng errors Papcr sup.Birthright offers free preg- meet some FUN 5e our 20 minute FRIENDS ,;a s,dci 1 pHed Call Pamela; V c
*
17. 20
I nancy tests practical
*
rogressive peop ie and workout? Tweedle-Dum ;7 W I 884-6913 the Concourse Oct.
/ U.
579-3990. pro£ toQ You d?n
.
t & Twecdle-Dee. Rewarding ex pe- WORD Processing: Fast, SIC at No
™ at
K
W|rU:
MUSIC Students: Vote for have to be a commun.ca- SLY: Thanks, you're the rience for interested stu- accurate will pick up and }?
noon
1
™
,
the
,
eifer
Maureen McGuire for tions major, you just have beSt. Love Cutie. P.S. I'd den ts. Call "FRIENDS" de liver on campus Will Memorial, Chapel. FreeMusic Director and to be ahead of your time! sen d you a birthday card 742-4380 Tue & Thu make «**llina anri minor ■ admission - Featured Art-
qualify to WIN her left- Memberships are available any Je. get it T.M.? ' " isC Martin Weyer, organ.
over Thanksgiving turkey! for $3.00. WHAT A BOD!!! We'll ON-CAMPUS travel rep- (English Grad). Call CANADIAN FederationFor more info fill in a bal- HEY Poli-Sci majors! help with the tanning lo- resentative or orgamzauon Suzanne at 886-3857. 112 n /wnlot in the Concourse OcL Want to get involve d in tion anytime! Tweedle- needed 10 Promote Spring llprrtMTTurpvfnits £ w, Y
■-1L the election? Come talk to Dee & Tweedle-Dum. Break trip to Florida. Earn UPCOMING EVENTS Kitchener-Waterloo, in-
LEX: Keep it up! Love, the NDP. Call: 747-0939. WAMTCn, p . ■ inn money, free trips, and val- ur. XjTCD w , 77 5 university
Clint* Ask for Paul
ANTED. Polsci 100 uable work experience, HOMER Watson House & graduates to our second
—
:
— textbook. "Approaches to a jj inter-Campus Pro- Gallery exhibition of meeting: "So you want to
YA-YA: Have a happy WANTED: Parking spots Cdn. Politics." By J.H. grams at 1-800-433-7707. Diana Boulay-Dube's publish a book", Speaker:birthday! from Beezle- for students who failed to Redekop. Call 884-8689 sculpture, Oct 6-Nov 13. Richard C. Rooke (poet).
Bob. get a parking spot on after 8 pm. LOST & FOUND amtupopot nrv ri u 18th, 8 pm, HUliard
-
pr<f^eh^' When 'can' we ■ STlu CARLENE: Sony,. won't " Beer & Nachos Party
audition and who judges? rent your parking lot, call .™
enU™ ™
d
'
d bracelet of great sentimen-
11 ™ Fac "lty Lounge at formation, Call Nola Wil-
A. Tweedle- Keith Doan at tal vahte with insertion 7:30 pm. Come see year lianls 746-0643.
—:
— Anare remind you or tnau Profs in compromising -
Dum - TIM F: 1 miss you! Luv A. Was u big or on back: to Audrey love positions Nov
"
4 Movi
*
THANKSGIVING: This
MISS MADY: Yes, it's HI JOEY!! It's a bit late little one?) Jason. S 6 ' UHering Night-details to follow. weekend. Hurray!
real! Happy Birthday! but happy 20th birthday. HEY gig Stud! How
Kewam
-
Love, Jon. Stay away from the about Sarnia?!? Love Spot WERE you at Taps last I ,
ALEXIS: Happy 20th Laurier guys! Lots of love, & pip. Thursday? Somehow our
Birthday! Love Jodi, Your Little F-H Friend. STRATS: It's not over Jackets got switched! If . CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Evelyn & Beth. HEY Keith, Hey Mick, yet. Love, Your Harem. you have an XL navy blue
ROB: I'm running out of wanna dance? Why do I Tn thp rpvpllpm who at
jac ket <hat is" 1
■hingstosay.W. always feci Ito this when
™ *e^a.23o £ " INEXPENSIVE AND FUN
JULES: Saw you at m you - bert St. last Sat. There , .IN THE '. • \\_
Ruby's. Nice tight jean JOANNE alias Joan: "Hi. were several expensive - SERVICES *
1
'
wnnrrr
dress. I wish you'd notice Hello. How's it going?" items taken from our CORD WlililvLY
me. D. Hope you get laid on your neighbor's yard. Please WORD Processing Fast
MIKE W: I'll never un- VLm es^uon.retl,rn ~ letter If yoU're interested in Placin B aderstand you, Dream On, Seagram House classified ad in the schoo. paper,
WATERBUFFALO
Y '
—
7 pickup and delivery. Call drag your bones up to Our offices
Trivia: Last week's ans- /°t NEED Teaching Experi- Diane, 576-1284. on secon(j floor of the S.U.B.
wer "The Bedrock a-20-
movie, it only 1 ence: You can earn cash at
'Th e ppif'c n.,p«rinn- knew...signed, The Lost the same time. A general WORD Processing by ex- Deadline for submissons eachLieT«ayfng at to T,Tr ""'7 'n a" week is Monday at high noon.
thp drive in at the bedn- Thanksgiving. Say hi tutors is being held Tues- your typing needs. Done
every show? the
folks for me. Oct. 11 at 5:30 pm in on IBM PC- Ask for Mark Hand,
IF you want us apart you the Niobe. For more WORDPERFECT . Rea- Classifieds Co-ordinatorBILL L: I met you at must get to our heart. details please contact the sonable rates. Call Debbie
Taps. You are hot! W. From Frick and Frack. Info Booth. 886-4837.
_
~~~
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS! C_/\[
MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL / CA K| \ [
Large Pizza 2®® / \
• 3 ITEMS • 4 COKES • FREE DELIVERY ____ __ _ _ __ m V \jrFRANCESCO'S
| 14" Medium Pizza \ \/
i 3 Extra Items \ i
I only 909 Kltdww 741-5325 J I
| Dine-in or Take-out only J
Look for our coupon on Imprint's Coupon Page!
Open L_3tol
• Plzxa • Italian Sandwich** • Pastas 33 UNIVERSITY AVE. E., WATERLOO 746-4111
EAT-IN DRIVE'THRU TAKE-OUT WE DELJN/ER In Kitchener, visit our LICENSED location at 30 Ontario St.S , (near Queen) 741-8325
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IFIGURE OUTI
/
dog if the friend snooker
street it's clean duck proof
kitchen Molson cold spot stand
down Canadian taste music sport
empty it's of hot coin
over gonna genuine photo mugs
food taste Canadian light party
jump great beer second hour
liltfilillMflHiMliMjlljMliH Read each column of words to yourself. Then
close your eyes and repeat each column out loud. Score 5 points for i'Si
each column you recite correctly Score 10 points if you scream the pspfl^words out at the top ofyour lungs during a psychology lecture. wMM
pNAOIANJ
